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8THE PBOONOSIS VALUE 07 THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON 
EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION*
CHAPTER £
INTRODUCTION 
A* THE MEANINO 07 "PRpqNOSIS*
The word prognosis la Its origins! Creek form, like its 
Latin derlred synonym prediction , lias a rather eerie, mystic 
meaning, associated with soothsaying on the basis of animal 
entrails and oracles from loquacious Idols of clay. It 
naturally, In euoh a sense, has no place In scientific re­
search* Fortune telling and science make very miserable 
bedfellows. It Is not In this sense that we use the word 
prognosis In this study* It Is rather In the spirit which 
makes the figure oomaon among physicians. To medical men 
prognosis Is an opinion as to the probable result of an Ill­
ness foxmed from a consideration of other cases shown to be 
similar by the presence of resmabling symptoms* The doctor 
examines his patient carefully, takes the temperature, blood 
pressure, pulse; and, on the basis of these cues, which help 
to classify this particular case among others like It, he 
makes his prognosis* Kis prognosis is good where all signs 
point to a category of oases with frequently favorable re­
sults; bad when, even the best of treatment seldom has a 
desirable effect* VIth this meaning we carry over the word 
prognosis Into the field of education* We may ask if our
partioular education expedient is likely to be worth any* 
thing in the unique case of personality that is set before us, 
"The function of prediction in education” says feder 
(39 p. 90S) "is to f&oilitate guidance, not to achieve rigid 
determination" *
A special device has been developed, not to replace the 
Individual cose study, whioh Is always finally essential, but 
to supplement it and point the way* That device is the pro* 
eedure of statistics* Statistics is the child of natural 
low and the love of taking a chance* Zt has been employed 
■oat often in the gambling casino and in the Insurance office* 
It directs attention to the odds, the probabilities of certain 
future events* Zt is in no sense oracular, laying no preten­
sion to certainty* Prognosis, however, in its secondary sig­
nificance, makes It its ally* doubling houses are enabled, 
through Its use, to carry on a thriving business; Insurance 
companies to provide at least one source of solace to worried 
minds* Still gambling houses sometimes go broke and insurance 
companies are forced to charge fairly good sized premiums, be­
cause results do not always come out as expected*
"Mo subjective or objective method of estimating sucoess" 
says Segal (96 p* £) "has as yet been Inaugurated which is per­
fect"* Especially is this true of individual eases* We can 
venture the prediction that if we toss up a quarter a thousand 
times, It will come heads scatewhere around five hundred because 
there are just two equal possibilities; but woe be on us If we
io
wager very far on what will ba tha rasulta of just two tosooo 
of tha eoin. VO can calculate, la an insurance offioa, that a 
aartala number par thouaand will dia naxt year; but only God 
known whether It la going to ba Mr* Smith or Mr* Jonas• With 
Its limitations understood, however, and with the constant 
thought that it la nothing more nor lass than a vary elaborate 
hotting system,* the soionoo of statistles o canes to bo of 
vital asoistanoo in any kind of oolontifio prognosis wo attempt. 
Zt Is certainly an improvement over the old trial and error 
method which *ie oostly for both the individual and society", 
(ibid)
unfortunately the limitations have not always boon clearly 
in mind. The correlation coefficient, one of the most useful 
devices of statistics, has often boon misinterpreted by research­
ers who have misunderstood its mathematical implications* Zts 
appearance as a decimal, together with the oversimplified knowl­
edge that it is the measure of the covariation of two variables, 
have led numerous writers to assume that a given correlation 
indicates that one variable can predict the other in a percentage 
of eases equal to the number appearing in that correlation.
(97 p.593), This Is so palpably untrue to statisticians that
they have overemphasised its fact, to the extent that they have 
now caused a reaction, among non-statisticians, of discounting 
the value of the correlation coefficient almost completely In
•"The immediate situation demands, however, not a perfected tech­
nique but merely an intelligent betting system", (Bingham 8 
p. »*>
IX
the ranges that It most usually appears, "The forecasting ef- 
flolauey "varus Ball (Ibid) "rises as much between correlations 
•IB sad 1»00 (£0 points) as it doss between aero and *60* Zt 
is ironical that this region of extremely lew efficiency Is 
exactly the region where the correlations of all modes of 
tests fall. The range "measures for predicting college sue* 
sees whose correlations with the criterion tend to center with-* 
in the range from .45 to .60" say Boardman and finch (8 p.447) 
"have only a limited usefulness. While they are of value in 
indicating the probable performance of a group, the degree of 
error In predicting the success of individuals is so large that 
they may be used only with great caution,r * There are two 
statistical methods of calculating how reliable may be predicted 
values, the Probable Brror of Xstimate and the Standard Error 
of Sstlmate. (48 P. 180) • Bull warns that allowing for this 
error an r. of .50 indicates a forecasting efficiency of but 
13$ and an r. of .80 but 8$ (87 p. 887). "The paradoxical and 
disheartening thing" he says (Ibid) "Is that evan"so, with a 
r. of .70 "the forecasting efficiency will be less than 80 per 
cent".** The situation is even more poignant owing to the fact 
that the particular correlations, under consideration in this 
study, between intelligence and scholarship, (according to 
Hildreth (8 8) range mostly from .80 to ,8 8. "few of them" 
says Burgert ( 18 p. 818) "give greater than about 13$ ac­
curacy for prediction. This is in agreement with the findings
*1- (See also 180 p. 408} 83 p. 118} 41 p. 72} 101 p. 11}
90 p. 788} 37 p. 788)
*2- See also 85,
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of other investigators and substantiates the fact that, as a 
Beans of predicting academic success as generally measured by 
grades, the intelligence quotient Is unsatisfactory". Thus we 
hare run the gamut of pessimism up to the point where this above 
quoted author is willing to throw out entirely the only possible 
usefulness of an intelligence test. If this be still true af- 
ter substituting the word "prognosis", as we have defined it, 
for his word "predicting** (in what sense he uses It we do not 
know), the task of this study Is a folly.
The situation, however, is not as dismal as a superficial 
viewing may sewn to Indicate, We are not looking for a means 
of fortune telling} but merely for something useful as a symp­
tom or a cue of the amount of educability we have to work with. 
"This raises the question," then according to Bull (57 p.337)
"as to how low forecasting efficiency a test may have and still 
be useful", "It Is doubtful" he says (ibid) "whether any 
prognostic test ever has risen consistently above an efficiency 
of SO percent." A forecasting efficiency of at least IS per* 
cent (which points to a correlation of .50) Is very desirable. 
That must not be understood, however, to mean that only 13$ of 
the common faotors in the two variables have been isolated by 
that ,50 correlatloni (ibid.) Wo, rather this is its meanings - 
"Such computations show that even under the more complex eon* 
dltloas assumed, It still remains substantially true that the 
correlation coefficient Is at least a minimum percentage state­
ment of the amount of Identity of the determiners of the res­
pective types of activities.
15
this means that a correlation of #80 will always mean an 
identity of more than 50 percent among the deteiminere of two 
variables and sometlines considerably more.* Rugg outlines 
a table of correlation usefulness. A correlation is "nggligible" 
or * indifferent* when the r. is less than .15 to .20; "present 
but lew* whan the r. is from .15 to .80 to .55 or .40;" markedly
present* whan the r. la from .55 er .40 to .60 or .60 and "high*
when it is above .60 or .70. (95 p. £56)* hull has a adfcllar
table. Below .45 or .60 an r. is useless for differential prog­
nosis, from .50 to .60 of value, from 60 to 70 of considerable 
value, from .70 to .80 of deelded value but rarely found; and 
above .80 not obtained by present methods.* (56 P. 276). ttore 
telling and less complicated refutation of the current skepticism 
concerning educational prognosis is stated by English and by 
Bingham. Xaglish aversi- (56 p. 425) *But imagination and 
scientific common sense rather than mathematic Ingenuity are 
needed, given these, the chief requirement is that we know pre­
cisely what it is we wish to predict and keep our eye firmly on 
that goal.* Bingham declares (5 p. 67) that what is desired 
i s  not so much a *perf acted technique* as "merely an intelligent 
betting system" and that it is far better to go ahead and make 
use of our possible present results In our educational system 
than to "await the Millenium".
e-1 partially quoted and agreed with by Oreene and Jorgensen 
(48 p.165) • Stone (105) found by experiment that over half 
of a class of 600 had dlscrepanoles of less than 20$. Kelley 
(64p.4& calls correlations for purposes of group comparisons of 
.50 or better satisfactory, flogs and Crawford (128p.l65) say 
*a correlation of .60 may be sufficient basis for a general 
policy".
*-8 Quoted * 7 Orane and agreed with (25)
14
there ax* other causes than errors of estimate, however, 
that make for Iowa rod correlations.
(1) foe variables seldom vary exaotly together. An ex­
ample of a perfect correlation batoaan too Tarlablas la that 
batweon the diameter and tha circumference of a oirola (Oar- 
xott 4S p. 160), They ax*, however, eonaaptttal truisms and 
not tha usual tangible faata wo find In tha peroeptual world.
Iren testa parportlng to measure tha same thing seldom corre­
late amah batter than do tha results of Intelligence tests and 
aeadamlo success. Correlations between standard Intelligence 
testa and estimates of Intelligence by teachers range from*3$ 
to .61. (Plainer 03 p. 004,005). Correlations even between 
standard Intelligence tests, and other standard Intelligence 
tests only range from .75 to .85. (Kirkpatrick 47 p. 147).
Oarrott points out (40 p. 185) that the value of a predlotlon 
must depend as anoh upon the fineness of the units of measure­
ment as upon the else of the error of estimate. Rogers calls 
attention to the fact that since the r. cannot exceed the value 
of the square root of the lessor reliability of the two variables, 
and since this Is on an average .44 In educational fields, corre­
lations are thus usually limited to a range from .00 to .81 (90 
p. 758). Haffaker (55) gives us a table showing the percentages 
of predictability corresponding to Indeees of the criterion. He 
scys that for this reason alone prediction efficiency Is forever
16
limited to loss than 50#, probably even leas than 40$; and on an 
average will never rise above ZVf> or 30$. This limitation is even 
more trua for tha othar variable of our study, school raakfce, than 
it is for intelligence* Freeman (41 p. 375) finds that very low 
oerralations "are probably duo to tha variation In tha marking 
standards of different institutions". "In many subjects of Instruc­
tion the methods of teaohlng are so faulty" , says Bingham (5 p. 96) 
"that a perfeot Instrument of pradiation oould not correlate higher 
than *40 or .50 with the oollaga result." In our study« moreover, 
the two variables. Intelligence and marks, are not suggested to 
be measures of the same thing* Xt is merely speculated that the 
one accounts for certain factors of the other*v Correlations, 
therefore of around ,60 especially those having low probable er­
rors, are significant and need to be examined for prognosis value* 
"We have shown thus far," says Wood (158 p. 150) "that the 
Intelligence examination predicts college success very nearly as 
well as college success, in terms of the best available Index, 
prediets Itself from one semester to another, or from one year 
to another* Since a test cannot predict a criterion better than 
the latter forecasts Itself, all hope of improvement in the in* 
telllgence tests prediction depends upon Improvement In the re* 
liability and significance of the criterion*"
(8 ) A second cause, other than error of estimate, for 
lowered correlation is the skewed distribution of subjects* The 
full correlation can only manifest itself when there is present
16
a normal frequence curve. From the very beginning of out educa­
tional system there occurs a retardation and later a gradual elim­
ination of those of lower Intellectual capacity. In the college 
there la only a email percentage of the general population of 
that particular age group. This percentage is, however* not a 
random sampling but a highly eeleoted classification from the 
highest end of the normal curve. "High correlations”, says 
Thurstons (118 p. 168) "are not to be expected in a selected 
group In which the applicants with low test scores have already 
been eliminated.” In other words* the homogeneity of the seamen 
faster In the two variables, In our case the Intellectual compo­
nent in the attainment of college masks* makes for lowered corre­
lations.
(3) The third cause* ether than predictive efficiency*
that makes for lowered correlations Is the heterogeneity of the
elements present in the one variable and not tested by the other.
Vo Shall attempt to show this more in detail throughout this study.
For the present it should be understood that Intelligence Is only
a single one of the factors ashing for success at college and
though* according to our study* and others* It seems to account
for about one half of those factors* there are yet many others
present in varying degrees that must not be left out of account
In any finally valid prognosis.*i Among these other factors is
previously assimilated knowledge as tested by High School averages,
*-1 ”H© single factor*** says Kr&£er (68pl9S) ”le a reliable index to
predicting teacher oneness1* • A great number of other factors than 
Intelligence cause elimination from college (Segel 96 p,7|Dale 87)* 
"There are many other Important elements entering Into success In 
college studies besides the one of intelligence”. "Plntner 83 p.894)
*-8 Hurgert 16) Johnston and Williamson 6 8f Brake and Hexmon 31j Thurber 113$ 
ftlatfeltcr 45| Segel 97) Wagner 131) Jones and laslett 61) Byrne 18,
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regents m k s  *1 , or entrance examinations either general *3, 
or in & specific subject.*4
It la suggested that the added element In these Indians» 
not present in Intelligence teste hut found in later eohool marks, 
ie shat might he sailed "seriousness of purpose" or "habits of 
hard work" *5, Factorsf other than intelligence, suspected of 
playing a part in academia marks, are the peoullar college marking 
ejrstsai *9, the specific college situation *7, the types of sub*
Jest *8 , the quality of work demanded by the particular institution *9, 
the study methods practiced by the students *1 0 , and personality 
traits sueh as lntroverslon-ext reversion *1 1*
thus far we have defined "prognosis" as we feel it is properly 
used in educational practice. Briefly stated it is the examination 
and Interpreting of the carious symptoms in an individual, or a 
880us. Of future success or failure in our educational institutions.
U3i&& &11 possible statistical devices, for the purpose of planning 
out In advance uhat our educational procedure shall be.
* 8 - Vagner and Strabel 134; Vagner 131.
*3 - Johnston and Williamson 58 ( the Minnesota Q.A.H.); Iowa
Flaecment-fleashore 93; Vagner 131; Stoddard 101; Oondlt 33.
*4 - Cooperative English Vest - Brake and Henson 31; Olatfelter 43;
Chemistry Aptitude Test 8 6*
*5 • Crawford 93 p. 33; Jones and Laslett 61 p. 871.
*9 - Stagner 99 
*7 - Minor 73 
* 8 - Bale 87 
*9 * Segel 99 p« 8 
*10- Eckert and Jones 34 
*11- Boot 91
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To what specific use wo shall put our prognosis depends on 
what Is our particular aim. Prognosis map to used to determine 
college admission *1. There Is seme disagreement as to whether 
an Intelligence test should ere? he used for this purpose *8 . 
PiUsbury, however, points out that one of the main functions 
of education Is selective, to pick out the Intelligent indi­
viduals in the population and put them into positions of leader­
ship* (8£) , Bull (88 p. 878) puts It this way. The higher per­
centage of rejection that Is permitted the lower the useful cor­
relation limit for that purpose. Be also quotes Texman to the 
effect that if the Thorndike College Entrance nomination should 
reject all individuals showing scores of less than 90, though 
many fairly good students would he rejected with the weak ones, 
at least the number of failures would he reduced to o. A second 
function of prognosis is counselling, guidance, and placement In 
the specific field of college work for which the Individual Is 
host fitted The crus of this Is sunned up in Plntaer (83
p. 899 , 300) *9100 with high intelligence ratings and low college 
grades are reported to improve frequently when confronted with 
the facts. Deans and other administrative officers take the in­
telligence ratings Into consideration when dealing with academic 
delinquents and cases of probation, dismissal, reinstatement, 
petitions to carry extra work and the like*1.
*1 - Segol 98 p. 1; SymonfiJ 104 p, 606; Anderson 8 p. 480;
DeOemp 8 8  p. 888 
*8 - Tiegs and Crawford 128 p. 163
*3 - Johnston and Williamson 86 p. 738; Segel 96 p, 6 ; Feder 
39 p. 802; Williamson 136 p. 16; Torgerson (In Pintner 
03 p. 861)
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A third fraction of prognosis Is to offer criticism and 
suggest needed changes in courses end methods of instruction**1 
A fourth function is that college fees he charged Inversely 
to potential worth *£• Pintner (63 0* 310) reports eighteen 
naees of intelligenee tests in colleges covering the first 
three of those we have mentioned and others* Such are the goals 
of prognosis at the college level*
*1 - Boardman and Pinch 6 p* 456.
*2 - Boot 91 p* 307
so
» - THB A1TOTQAH GOtmOIL OH ffiJPBATIOKAL PSTCBO&OOIOAL miGKATIOB
One of the aain symptoms for on educational prognosis is the 
result of an intelligence examination, fhlo today ranks In educa­
tional prooodura aa blood prasaara doaa in medicine, Teops 
raporta its official usa in 1983*84 In 60 percent of 110 colleges 
(Pintnar OS p* 310) 9 By 1934 Thompson ean state that there are 
a comparatively small number of aollagas in tha Halted States 
not using an intalliganoa tasting program, (ill p, 790)* Some 
anthers are extrmcely optinistle about Its efficiency* "Tha 
intalliganoa test Is not only as good a eriterlon for admission 
to ooUoga as any other single sriterion thus far used, hut it 
is more efficient and lass expensive”, (Hood 188 p, 91), Vo 
shall not attempt to define intelligence hero* for definitions 
the reader Is referred to Pintnar (83 pp 47*81) and to Thors* 
tana (114 p, 441*480) • for us intalliganoa is tha score of a 
freshman student on the American Oounoil Psychological Brand* 
nation which wo shall later describe, Heither shall we hare go 
into the various arguments as to tha nature of Intelligence and 
whether there is a general intelligence faster as is hold by 
Specimen and refuted by Thorndike v Tyroa and others* We shall 
have eeeasion to refer to this later in Chapter III} but for 
the present call attention to adequate discussions of the preb*
Ism in Pintner (88 ppC8*?l)» Thurstone(114 pp 448*480); Eli* 
droth (88 pp 187*189)» and freeman (41 pp 480*481), We further 
will not in this study attempt a general bibliography of Intel-
81
ligence testlcg. This Is adequately presented In Winter’b book 
on "Intelligence Testing* (65), in M e  annual reports in the 
Psychological Bulletin (6 6), in Thorndike's hook "Measurements of 
Intelligence" (118), in Hildreth* s annotated bibliography (58), 
and Briefly in the American Yearbook (50), Ve also exclude 
frcm this study the elementary school situation even though it 
includes attempts at correlating intelligence and achievement. 
(Pintner 65 pp 866*8 6 8; Taxman 106 p. 106; and Heilman and 
MsECe 51 pp. 164*800) • Ve do the came with the secondaxy school 
situation. (Pintner 65 pp. 884-869; Mitchell 75 pp 677*561; and 
Fresscy 65 pp. 581*565)/ Ve limit ourselves entirely to the col* 
lege situation, and, in it, the relationship of Intelligence tests 
results to auks obtained in the classroom.
Many previous studies have been carefully reviewed. Ve sub­
mit here a table of 181 studios * (TABUS 1) made at 8 8 different 
schools, 65 or 69Jt of which use the American Council Psychological 
Iwtnation. This table is not Intended to be exhaustive. It
includes merely an adequate sampling of the previous studies in 
order to give the reader some idea of range and tendencies. The 
correlations here range all the way from .11 to .77. They show 
a strong central tendency with a median of .455. The q* was .570; 
the q® .588, making a q. of .076. Tha method of selection of this 
sampling was the order of reading on the subject which was entirely 
random.
Headings referring to many mere studies, either found after 
TABLE I was finished, or made on the basis of other methods of
22
TABU I
CORRELATIONS BETTON
m tm uxm ot and graphs from 
pRmous srtmxBs
2BSTXT0T10B REPORTER JESS.* YEAR TEST 00RRELATTI0N3
Allaghasy • 117 1988 AiQ«I«Pf£, *558
Alaa Olaok, B.W. ISO 1980 A.O.X.P.X. •49?, .874
Aa&erat toll, 0. H. 129 1988 Otla,Alpha .8 8, .83, .38
AftUo«h English ,B?B» 118,11? 138? A.C.E.P.E. •39
Aikuiu Jordan, A.11, 88 1980 A*C*S»FtS* .488,.817,.813 
.313,.840,.448 
.413,.807,,518 
•649
Arkansas Oefborlsh.J.R, ISO 1980 A.C.E.P.E, •473
Baksr m u? 1988 A.O.K.P.B. •861
Barnard Biiiia ,y.M, 44 1981 Thoradiks Gomparss But n<
Baylor Allan, W. S. 181 1981 A.O.E.P.B. .361, .483, *394 
.406,.331
Brown MaoFhail,A.H. ?1 1926 Broun .371
Bryn Itawr Orane, S. 25 192? A.C.E.P.B, •271, .8 8 8, .897,
.333, .386,,384 
.874, .895,.867 
•403,.489,,266
BueknaU Darla, F. 0. U? 1988 A.G.E.P.E. •48, .37
Baris, F. 0 . 118 1987 AtOtEtFfSt .261,.478
Buffalo Jonas, 1# 8 * 181 1981 A.Q.X.P.I. .28,.28,.26 
.81, .34, ,26 
•23,.37,,81
S3
TABLE X - Continued
INSTITUTION REPORTER RET* TSAR TB3T CORRELATIONS
California Oahoon, 0, P. ISO 1980 A.0*I.P.E, .29, *40
Carletaa Todd, X. K. 1S1 1931 A.Q.E.P.K. .60, .57, .53 
•56, .50, .58 
•59
Carnegie Cleat on, a* U. 19 1984 Thorndike .519, *472,*482 
•581, .386, .3' 
,448, .4293
Case locks, T. M. 118 1987 A.C.E.F.E, .60
Casa Pooka, T. M. 117 1926 A.O.E.P.E. •310
Centenary Odum, 0 • I* 180 1950 A.O.E.P.E. •S3
Centenary Odum, 0* L* 121 1931 AtC*E*P«Si .38, *38, .35 
.35, *38, ,55 
.38, .58
Chisago ThuretontL.L. 117 1988 A.O.E.P.E. •858, .501, .53 
•478
Chicago Thurstons,L.L. ISO 1930 A.C.R.P.B. .485
Chicago Boucher, O.S. 18 1938 A.O.E.P.B. .39
Chicago Blair, X.L* 7 1933 A.O.I.F.I. .50, .49
Colgate Estabrooks ,0.H. 180 1930 A.O.E.P.E. .316
Colgate Thurber,C.H. 118 1933 A.G.E.P.E. Compares but n<
Colorado - 117 1986 A.O.E.P.E. •551
Ool.Teach. C. Condit, P. H. 88 1989 A.O.E.P.E. .417,.370,,393 
.452
Col»Teaeh 0. Whitney, P. ft
Goodman, C*H.
96 1930 A.O.E.P.E* •33
Col.Teaoh 0* Goodman, C. H. 180 1930 A.O.E.P.E. .494
Colombia - 80 1981 Thorndike .65
Connecticut Morris, F.E. 117 1986 A.O.E.P.E, *36
Cornell Freeman, P.S* 181 1931 A.O.E.P.E. ,44
24
TABLE X • Oo&tlmiad
INSTITUTION REPORTER rar TSAR TEST
Delaware Wilkinson ,W. A. 120 1930 A.O.E.P.E,
Dickinson m 120 1928 A.O.E.P.E,
Buka Godard, J.M. 121 1931 A.O.E.P.E,
Kao ry Langhorne,M,0. 120 1930 A.C.E.P *S|
Saperla Tander?elde,0* 120 1930 A.C.E.P .E,
Tlorlda Hln«kley,X.D. 120 1930 A.O.E.P.E,
Orlnnell Dreeee, Um 120 1930 A.O.E.P.E,
Hawaii Syaonds , P. M. IDS 1924 Thorndike
letart m 117 1928 A.O. E.P .Si
Howard Stamer,f.G. 120 1930 A.G.X.P#X,
m i a o u Odall, C.W. 96 - Otis
Indiana Worm, Thonson, Q. k 96 • Otis
Iowa
Iowa
Russell, D. 
Stoddard,a.D. 101
falljnan,R.W. 106
1925 A.O.E.P.E, 
Alpha 
1927 Thorndike
Iowa Teach. Nelson ,M. J. & 
Danny, 1. 0.
120
79
1927 Teiman
A.O.E.P.E
gal ana zoo Harper, E. B. 117 1928 A.O.E.P.E
Laholgh CLlok, H. N. 120 1930 A.O.E.P.E
McGill Xellog, 0. S. 65 1929 Alpha
494
400
548
55
44, ,6 6, #65 
69, .75
477..515..609 
646
51, .38, #54
45, #36, #42 
20, .45, .24
52, #36, #27
54
367
55 
38
45, #40
62
49
455, #480,.345 
355, .974,.604 
598, #481, .571 
636, .511, #529 
409, .440, #597
64, .77
51
45
46, #53
173..326,#393
25
TABLI X -Continued 
INSTITUTION REPORTER RET
Marietta Watson, A. 0, 11?
Hass. Ag, 117
Hass. Ag. Oliok.H.N. 120
Miohigan Brown, R* A. 120
Michigan Brown, R. A. 121
Michigan Nona. Irion, T.W, 117
Minnesota YanWagenen ,M. I. 90
Minnesota Johnston,!.B. A 58 
Williamson,S. G.
Missouri Goiler, W, S. 49
Mt. Holyoke - 117
Sophie Fewcoah - 117
Mow Butpshire - 117
V. Y, Regents Jones, S.S. 60
Mew York Fryer, D. 117
northwestern Sent, R. A, 66
Oberlin Harteon, 1,3. 49
Ohio State Bridges, J.W, 15
TEAR TEST CORRELATIONS
1923 A.C.E.P.E. .70
1988 A.O.S.F.X, ,413
1930 A.O.R.P.N, •481,,899,,345 
,248,.426,,469 
.347,.211,.408 
.338,,558
1950 A.C.E.F.E. •496
1931 A.C.E.F.E. .419,.348,,398 
.466,.396,.469 
,457,.371,,419 
•560,,390,.465
1988 A.C.E.P.E. • 52
1980 Alpha .50
1934 A.C.E.P.E. Compares but no
1927 Texman .49,,48,,58
Otis .48, .40, ,49
*«<•o•o •45, .44, .47
1928 A.O.E.P.I. .445
1928 A.C.E.P.E. •84?
1988 A.O.E.P.2. .303,,296
1928 A.O.E.P.K. ,55, .45
1928 A.C.E.P.E. .518
1928 A.C.E.P.E. Compares but no
1928 A.C.E.P.E. •50, ,53
1920 Alpha .35,.54,.39
.27,.38,.22 
,25,.52
TABLE I - OONTIMJED
INSTITUTIOK REPORTER REE* YEAR TEST CORRELATIONS
Ohio State Weuberg, M.?. 98 * 0.S.F.T. •47
Ohio State Xdgerton 4  
Toope
98 1929 0*S,P,T* •46
Ongoi Taylor, H,R. ISO 1930 A(CI«S|F«L •429, •440, *341 
•466,#969,.4ft
Pennsylvania DeCamp aJ«E* 88 1921 Alpha
A.0.B.P.E,
Bluet
•41
•3ft
•17
Fean. State Hill, E.D. 16 - Otis •80,*34
Pittsburgh Ernst,I. L. 38 1923 Alpha •53,,33,,40 
•38, .32
Pittsburgh Orauder, D* k  
Root, V. T.
47 1927 A«CtS*PiL .51
Pittsburgh Bhlnehart,J.B. 89 1933 Blnet
A.O.S.P.R,
Compares fflgH 
hut no r*
Pomona - 117 1928 AtOi£«P«£* •572,.541
Pudget Sound Edwards ,M. ISO 1930 A.O.B.F.R, •68
Purdue Remora ,H.H* 96 1927 A.C.E.F.8 . •45
Purdue Rumors ,H.H« 96 1929 A.C.E.P.E* •43
Purdue Stalnaker,?«M* 100 1928 A.O.K.P.E. •87
Purdue Stalnaker,J.M. ISO 1930 A.C.R.P.E. •57,.478,.387
Rhode Island Rhlnehart | J,B« 89 1933 A,0. B»P «E* .164
Bipon - 117 1926 A,0.E#P.E, .464
Rochester Klain,Z. 117 1988 A.C.E*P,E. .426
8f
W M a a m
m m m M K5P0RTBH JSJSJg, TOR JprflT m m m m
B t t t M T9maa, 1 *11* lot 1881 Alp&a
Tertaaa
T h o r n d i k e
,52, ,43, • 31 
.84
•81#,40
180 1180 A.O.f.P.E. •89
8tepb«E# ihrtrtftU,*.*, lax 1881 A*Q«8 «F,8 , •54M 86M 84
.51..615
(MnfttMM m I l f 1881 A,0,S.F,«, •448
fmsgrlv«&ii 8«*r«6 ,f.?, 119 1888 A«0»B.F,X* •9lf *48* *68
fkfll « » U 9 1888 A,C,8 .P,B. •486
Tan&MftUt Bogg, I«5. 180 1880 A.C.B.P.l, ,6 8 8, •tit* 
•688
Timait fnrgum, o.o. Uf 1888 A*C«X*F.I, •8f
V i r g i n i a flSlM, 180 1880 A,C.E.F,3S, •6f (MBit)
BfOliki A .  1 
0alft«r, R*
8 8 1888 Mbt*gt6* •Vf
airiu * /«f* lull, 8 «M, m 1881 A.C.E,P,I. •868
VttUfl - Uf 1888 A*0 iX«F*l» •418
ytiM - Uf 1888 A.e*8.P,I. .688
v t s o a i m 117 1888 A,0,8 *P#I* •487
v i M « B « t a lltlscm, M.f. ft - •nioroAlk# •36,*37,,83
v i « t o u l a RflBD0H,V.A,C, 180 1880 A*0,R,F,R* •88,*51*.60 
•88
W i s c o n s i n Byrne, B,L 18 1932 0,8 ,P.f. .48,,48,,36
U t t n W x i
I j p o a i B g B o u e e e r ,  W , C , 6
Uf 1988 A,C,B,F,3£, , 1532,,512,488
Brlaegar ?  A 
frank, a.
86 1984 O.S.P.f. *425
TABLE I - 00n tm m
ISSTITUTTOl* RSPOHTSS fife. TSAR tb;>t OOTiBSLOTOKS
Tale Anderson ,J.l. I 1990 Alpha •30
Tale Crawford, A. 3. 96 1999 Alpha .87,*43,.36,
•40,.59
Tale Grawford,A.B. 26 1930 Alpha •49
m Blanewles,W.<l. 6 1995 Hiller
Otis
Toman
•49
•39
•49
m Bridges, J*9. 14 1990
1999
Alpha
Thorndike
•30
•40
m Bolenbangh,L.4& 
Prootor, ¥•
f 1927 Thorndike •43,.37
• Crauer, D. It 
Boot, 9,
47 1997 Thorndike •39
m BOpklna, L.T* 94 1999 A10»S«?«2, •83
- Miner, J.B, 74 1987 Alpha •80
Boot, .^T. 92 1923 A.0. E. P .• •51
- 3egel, 3. 9? 1931 A.C.S.P.A, •40
• Stone, C.L. 109 at 1992 Alpha •44, .50
103
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comparison than that of the statistical oorretot<?$a, ar© included 
in the footnote** These widely separated studies are difficult 
to compare, for they use different psychological tests, different 
nodes of computing grades, different classes at different institu­
tions, and different forms of subject selection* There Is noth­
ing gained, therefore, through a more nearly complete sampling 
nor through further statistical procedure with the data here 
assembled*
In ear study we use, as the measure of intelligence as has 
been indicated above, the American Council on Bduc&tlon Psychol­
ogical fKiml nation* It is produced la annual forms so that each 
incoming freshman class may have a completely new test, thus 
insuring training for It shall have no effect on the results*
The first of these foxns was made possible by a grant from 
•The Commonwealth fund*. It was assembled In 1984 as the result 
of the very careful labors in intelligence testing of six out* 
standing psychological scholars, 1 * L. Thurston of Chicago Chi* 
verslty, 8 * 0* Dodd of Princeton University, T. 0* Thurstone 
of Chisago University, A* V* Eornhauser of Chicago University,
0* 0* Brigham of Princeton university, and 0* Burt of London 
university* They worked together for this purpose, as members 
of the •Bhtlonal Research Council Oosmittee of Personnel Research" 
for the American Council on Sducation in Washington* Their results
• Wood 188 pp/ 49*911 Plainer 88 pp £98-818) Segel 94) Teiman 109) 
Hildreth 08) Also Beatty and Cleeton 4) Burgcrt 16) Byms and 
Hsmsen 17) Douglass and Mlehaelson 80) Drake and Henmon 81;
Drake and Winn 8 8) Sells 8 8) floken 40) Olatfclter 48) Krimer 6 8) 
Ifeyse 77) Payne and Perry 81) loot 91) Wagner 188) Wilson and 
Hodges 187*
so
were printed and distributed et eoet with the idea that, In this 
way, there could be a very large sampling of atudente and lnstl- 
tut lone* Thereby there night be established adequate norms. (121) 
The examination eaeh year has consisted of a battery of various 
types of InteUlgenoe tests. Sn all thirteen different kinds of 
tests have been tried, five ef these proved In the first few 
years to be more effective than the others; and from 1927 up to 
and Inelnding the last test ef 1920 have constituted the complete 
batteries, four of these tests have appeared constantly slnee 
the beginning in 1924. They are the artificial language test, 
the arithmetic test, the completion test, and the opposites 
test. The fifth, an analogies test, was Included for the first 
time in the 1922 edition, was omitted In 1922 and has appeared 
continuously since 192f. (119). This makes possible the com­
parison ef the annual norms and the equating of scores since 
1927 (112-117) • Xaoh of these tests is supposed to measure 
some specific quality ef educational capacity. The corresponding 
parts of the separate editions of the total examination are ac­
cordingly presumed to have, and actually have shown themselves 
to have, very high correlations. The items of each test are 
ranged in the order of their difficulty, so that stopping at any 
one point Is the practical equivalent of not being able to do
•
any of the problems of that group further on. This tends to 
equate the time element and the difficulty element under the pre­
sumption, on the part of the authors, that speed and ability are
si
closely related** The completion test consists of a series of 
definitions, the word defined being omitted. The student is re­
quired to fill in this word* The artifioaX language test eon* 
sists of a vocabulary for a Babrieated language with simple gram* 
metical ruXes for converting Terbs in the present tense into 
pasts and futures f nouns and their plurals, adject ires and ad* 
Terbs, together with sentences which are to be transXated aeeor* 
dlngly* The analogies test consists of series of four gecnet* 
rie figures the first of which is to the second, as the thrid is 
to the proper one of a multiple choice* The arithmetic test 
is a graded arithmetic problem test* The opposites test pro* 
seats a series of four wex$ groups, two of each being either 
syncmBmses er antXnenmous, the proper solution being to note 
down the lumbers of this pair in the appropriate column• Sash 
year are published norms of the preceding year9a edition, on 
the basis ef as many schools as will report* In the reports of 
later years there are also included the equated soords of the 
Tarlous annual forms. (118-187). In seme of these reports there 
are also presented results of research in the relationship of 
test results and later college grades* In TABLE IX are shown 
the nnber of copies printed each year, the number of Instl* 
tutlons using them, and the number of students for which norms 
are arallable. Heims for the form given In September 1938, 
cowering 304 institutions and 88,111 students show that this 
examination is becoming the standard intelligence test for uni­
versity entrance (187), The 1933 edition (184) in which we are
*8ee Plainer 03 p* 64
58
, TABU II
USE MADI Of M l  
iMStlOAB OOtmOIL ON EDUCATION PSTUfBOIOOiqAX, EXAMINATIQN
h a r COPIES SOW INSTITUTIONS
ORDERING
INSTITUTIONS
REPORTING}
NUMBER
STODEN3
1984 115 109 85 8,816
1985 116 166 55 15,000
1986 118 86 5,800
1987 117 68 16,554
1988 119 85,040 876 112 50,653
1989 180 109,855 885 94 85,584
(Seme tout inoom,) 94,507
1950 181 158,407 547 137 36,479
1981 188 (Tbla information not given)
1958 185 (Thle information not given)
1955 184 181,757 899 803 40,889
1954 185 150,886 483 840 58,435
1955 186 189,506 493 866 58,408
1956 187 809,969 568 304 66,111
33
most interested since it provides the basis of our study has norma 
available for 303 Institutions and for 40,363 students. The 
Louisiana Stats Ufclverslty median 169.79 Is considerably below 
tbs national median, 188.30. This Is true also of the median found 
in the pasts of the tost*. Those are oofosal Institutions with 
median scores over 300. This suggests that Louisiana State Uni­
versity Is not unite as solestIts as the average institution.
national Median ISO Median
Arithmetic 37.97 37.05
Opposites 88.99 31.08
Completion 31.13 36.78
Artificial Language 33.47 83.00
Analogies 87.95 33.30
Total 165.30 169.79
34
JO - FROJBQT
Zn this section wo shall explain specifically our method 
of research.
The blank foxm (Table XXX) was devised for recording data 
from the records of the Lower DlTlslon and those of the Regis* 
trar, Tram, the foxner we obtained the sex, high school from 
whleh graduated, the age In years and months , the plaee of 
bfth, and the father's occupation, together with the raw 
scores on each of the fire parts of the American Oounoil Edu­
cation Psychological Examination and their sum,
from the Registrar9s office we obtained the heme town, 
religion, a check on age and father's occupation, and also the 
grades In all subjects for all available semesters in terms 
of grade letters (A, B, 0, D, X and 7), We had to convert 
letter grades Into number grades* We did this by an adapted 
point-hour ratio. The University, for purposes of graduation 
and honors, counts the A9s 3, B's B, 0*s 1, and D9s 0, The 
S's and 79s are dropped from consideration entirely. Vie 
hoped to obtain a more nearly accurate estimate of true grades 
by counting each E-l and eaoh F-2,* We carried through our 
ratio between number of hours taken and the grading on this 
basis for eaoh semester, for eaoh subject, for several groupings
♦Our very tedious procedure was evidently not warranted. We ob­
tained a correlation between the total examination and first se­
mester grades of ,408, Moyse (77) using the same data,but with 
the regular point-hour ratio, reports a much higher correlation 
of ,609, The reason for this discrepancy is probably that Moyse 
used the unselected group, we only the continuing.
-100 TABLEAU
Roi* Rlehaird Do3vlll0f Iju
0 oorlilejH#S*
Name |; . | * Home Town
AM ERICAN COUNCIL OF EDUCATION  
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAM INATION
(AT LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY)
Baptlat
PART I PAR .^ II
i ^
PART I I I PART rv PART V TOTAL
5 6
t V 1 \
ft 4 6 5 3 4 2 249
Sex
Agt* 17 Trat 6 Ho, 
Borat Louisiana 
Father i Railroad
FRANKLIN PRESs.. ’w ^  -TT w ^
SUBJECTS
19 33 C8
s 
3u
S
r
F n34 *
o
.
, F 
1 35
s
36
2UHB 
BS 3B S 7
TOTAL
IS  3 0
2 i0 0 ENGLISH and Literature B8 B3 £5 B3 B IS 2 4  12
-
£ .6 0 LANGUAGES (General) 16  ft
2 *5 0 French BS 4 5 J 8  B8 IS  ft
German
• Greek
Italian
Latin
Spanish
- 2 *0 0 MATHEMATICS 53 B5 B6 1 2  6
NATURAL SCIENCES (General)
Astronomy
Botany
2 *5 0 Chemistry AA 5 4 A 4  B4 20 8
Geology
Physics
Zoology
•
PHILOSOPHY
2 *7 5 PHYSICAL EDUCATION & M il. Sci A 1 A1 5 1 B1 A2 A 2 Aft Bg 2 2  8
PSYCHOLOGY .
RELIGION -
1 *6 6 SOCIAL SCIENCES (General) AS AS A6B7C1 5 4 7  28
i * Anthropology
1 * 3 2 Economics 0 6 55 C* 5 2  OS B2 Cj i B 7 C l 5 29  2 2
Geography
Government
' History
Sociology
TOTALS ACADEMIC SUBJECTS 1 6 3 /7 8
1 *9 6
AGRICULTURE & Agricult. Ed: & Agron. 
& An. Ind. & An. Path. &  Dairy & For­
est. &  Hort. & Poul.
ENGINEERING-^Aeron. &  Civil & Elec­
tric. & Mechanical & Eng. Mechanics & 
Eng. Dra\y.
EDUCATION
HOME ECONOMICS
JOURNALISM
MUSIC & Ensemble & Organ & Piano &  
Violin & Voice, etc.
Miscel. 2#16 B u c fo fts t A d a ln la t r a t le n AS 55 A5 B6C: A8B6C8 A9B1BC 6 1  28
TOTALS PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTS
t o ta ls  2*C & L L  SUBJECTS 2 * 8 9 2 *4 1 1 *7 2 U 7 S 2#00 2 *0 0 2 1 4 /L 0 6
i»
s.
8 *
AB B6 08 
17 BIO 
BIS 06
- 89/17
m 41/17 
• 83/18
4* BIS 05
6* AS B8 58 
ft. AS B8 05
86 / 18 
86 / 18
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of subjects* as wall as for tbs total grads soora of all subjects* 
as wall as for tbs total grads soora of all subjects for all of tbs 
six semesters considered* Saab soora used, therefore* Is a separata 
quotient and not the sun or tbs average of other quotients* We 
omitted from consideration all courses that were marked either "With­
drawn" or "Incomplete"* Wa counted all summer work or absentee work 
into tbs olosest preceding Semester* We used the results of six 
semesters* Whs last two semesters* records were not yet available* 
first the letter grade together with the number ef credit hours for 
which assigned was placed in the appropriate square of the blank* The 
summation ef the number of hours per letter for each subject was placed 
In the next to last column of the blank) and the number of hours 
per letter per each Semester was placed at the bottom of each Semester 
column* Each of these summations was then converted into the 
numbers according to the foregoing plan and then averaged* the final 
averages being placed* for subjects* to the extreme left* and for the 
Semester* on the bottom of the sheet* The point-hour ratio thus es­
tablished for the total subjects counting by subjects and for the 
total subjects counting by Semesters neoessarlly had to be equal*
This gave us a check on our arithmetic processes as we completed 
eaoh blank*
The correlations were all made by the Frodaot-ltamcnt Method 
with the use of Otis correlation charts. We used as the measure of 
all central tendency of intelligence or grades* the mean) and for 
measuring distribution the standard deviation.*
*Xn this study the median on the psychological examination 139*79 
is considerably below the man* 137*74
36
All filled in blanks and all correlation charts are being kept 
on file for any future references and may be used, on request, in 
connection with any possible future studies*
The most important comparison for our study is that of the 
scores on the whole examination with the grade ratios on all sub* 
jeots for all semesters. This forms our measuring rod for all of 
the other comparisons we make. It is made on the basis of 487 of 
the 810 cases, those who were still in the University in the fourth 
year since their arrival. They show a psychological mean of 137.74 
with a standard deviation of 56.00$ and a grade mean of 1.31, (that 
is somewhat ever 0 ) with a standard deviation of *69* The oorre* 
lation between the two Is .630 with a Probable Error of .006. The 
large number of students Involved, together with the large number of 
credit hours* from varied courses and subjects tend to average out 
the differences making this a norm from which we can gather compari­
sons for our other results. Now our main purpose is to secure more 
homogeneous groupings of our data and find what effect this has on 
our more general norm. Wagner and dtrabel have studied this effect 
on the prognosis value of other tests $ but, in their study, they 
left intelligence test results out of consideration (138). It must 
be understood that "homogeneity* here refers to faotors entering 
into the grade ratio other than intelligence. It has previously 
been ascertained that homogeneity of the Intelligence factor re* 
duces the correlation between intelligence and grade scores.
(Jones 89$ Pintner 03 p. 094)
♦There are for individual cases an average of approximately 100 credit 
hours Involved making for all cases somewhere around fifty thousand. 
This means that the correlation is much more reliable than even the 
small Probable Error would indicate.
3?
To this and we shall consider eliminated students, separate 
semesters ef work, specific subjeots, various groupings of subjects, 
scores oa parts of the psychological examinations, specific groupings 
of the students la respect to age, sex, hometown, father9s occupation, 
creed, intended occupation, and athletic leaning* from each of 
these homogeneous groupings there Is produced a separate correlation 
between intelligence and grade ratios, one hundred ten of them In 
all* these are grouped in tables in the next three chapters*
There are ether tables shoving the related previous studies for 
purposes ef comparison* The emphasis of this study is in the data 
of these tables and not in the accompanying suggested explanations 
ef some of their eccentricities*
0 H A P T 1 R - T W O  
3TPDY
SSL
gLnCEBATIOW snaraTiens ard 
RKLATimS TO
SOBJROTS
TOTAL A. Q. *« P. I. SCORES
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M M H m O N
Table X? contains the loona on the psychological examl- 
netlon of eliminated etadentof continuing students, end both.
The mean intelligence of the eliminated etudente is lover than 
that of all those examined and much lower than that of all those 
examined and much lower than that of the continuing. 388 or 
48# of the original 815 dropped out. 48? or continued. The 
approximate half who were eliminated had a mean intelligence of 
119.84. The approximate half who continued had a mean intelli- 
genee of 134.75. The difference is 16*91. Th* sigma of the 
continuing is 56.80. The mean of the eliminated group is .308 
sigma below the mean of those continuing. Thire may be other 
reasons present, but the indication here is that higher intelli­
gence is an Important factor in continuation. (Chapter V 
Conclu.)* Gould we separate those who went to other schools, 
and those who left for financial reasons, we might find this 
difference even more significant. Individual cases show that 
intelligence is only one of several causes, however. Of the six 
over 300, three were eliminated or 50#. Of the two under £0 
both were eliminated} but of the 15 under 40, 6 or 40# con­
tinued. further we see that of those having a score under 
1 0 0, 117 or 48# continued} while of those having a score over 
800, 38 or 38# were eliminated. These figures show that while 
the tendency toward elimination of the less intelligent is pro-
♦ See also Drake and Winn 58} Teiman 109 p. 491; Pintner 
85 p. 308
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nounoed, one cannot predict what la going to happan to 
individuals* Segel (94 p.?) calls attention to the foot 
that there are a groat number of other faetora than In* 
telUgenoe causing elimination from oollege* The statement 
that "tests hare been and will be devised to meet the oollege 
situation and enable as to eliminate in advance many of the 
men who are now ’misfits9 in our educational scheme* (Ander­
son A p. 440) is, therefore, altogether overly optimistic*
Tee studies at high s ehool level, though not strictly in 
point, sew to emphasise the sane thing* That of $undQul0t 
(94 0* 304), showing an increase of the intelligence level 
with an increase of the numbers of those remaining at school 
during the depression years, proves that elimination may 
work contrary to expectation and remove the brighter students* 
That of Goodman (46) shows only an insignificant difference 
in the X* Q. of those who graduate after failing two or more 
courses and those who do not** We see, therefore, that 
whereas the general rule is true that eliminated students 
ere also intellectually inferior students, exceptions are many* 
We shall have occasion to point out some specific exceptions 
later*
*Gcmpare with Strabel (104) where students who are warned
are but slightly lower on the psychological examination 
than those who are not*
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B - SEMESTER CHANGES 
Changes from semester to semester are recorded in 
fable T and similar studias by others in Tabla 71. There are 
very definite changes In correlations from semester to semes- 
tar, an lnoraasa up to tba third semester, and a daoreaaa 
tbaraaftar. Tbara la a fall In tba grade ratio In tba aama 
saaaster tbat tbara la tba highest correlation. This would 
indicate tbat tba differences from semester to aamoatar may 
bare something to do witb lack of marking standardisation.
(See Chapter 7 Gonol. vi and vii), In tba first two semes­
ters a system of standardized tests was consistently used in 
most subjects. These are conducted through the tower Divi­
sion which has supervision of the first year’s work. After 
the first year students who do fair work are released to 
other schools of tba University where as yet tests are not 
standardized. The presumption is that the correlation of tba 
first two semesters should be more accurate than the others. 
This cannot be proved*. Correlation of intelligence and all 
semesters' grade ratios Is larger than tbat for any one semes­
ter. Whenever, throughout this study tba number of credit 
hours involved is small, tba normalcy of the correlation 
suffers accordingly. The very large standard deviation in 
the first semester also demonstrates a slowness with which 
the new student accommodates himself to bis proper stride. 
Here, too, the distribution of grades for all semesters is
♦The size of the correlation is no indication of its accuracy.
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TABU V
A. 0. I. P. B. A S P  G R A D E  S C O R E S  
BY
S E M E S T E R S
BO. MEAH 
OASIS A.O.E.P.I.
SIGMA
A.C.X.P.B.
MIAN
GRADES
SIGMA COHRB- 
GRABBS LATIONS
P« 1*
Tint 48? 136.74 88.90 1.40 1.15 .408 (•087)
Sn o b A 487 136.74 88.90 1.48 .74 .508 (•084)
Third 481 136.78 86.80 1.16 •89 •310 (•087)
Fourth 481 136.96 85.80 1.34 •75 .416 (.087)
Fifth 897 137.86 86.88 1.37 .80 •376 {'089)
Sixth 896 137.98 86.00 1.35 .79 •403 (.088)
TOTAL 
Centlnalng 487 137.74 86.00 1.31 •69 •830 (.088)
TABLE 71 
CORRELATIONS ET PBBI0D3
pumoro stpdxes
REPORTER
TOLL
REPORTER
BBT.
189
REF*
FRESHMAN (SHADES 
*85, *87, *86
FIRST SEMESTER
ENTIRE COURSE 
.14, *19, .34
SECOND SEMESTER BOTH
BROWN 181 *419 •346 •314
R2F0RTER REF. FRESBMAN TEAR SOPHOMORE TEAR BOTH
GLKETOH 19 •519, .478, *408 
•581
•368, *376 .448, *'
REPORTER RET* GLASS FIRST SECOND THIRD FOURTH 
TSAR TEAR TSAR TEAR
TOTAL
WORE
iadifin
and
Spaneer
3 1983 .404 .388
1984 .377 •339 
1980 .391 .317
•348 *303 
•367 .344
.380 .383
.376
.370
.367
HSPORTKR ROT. fXHST SECOND THIRD fOURTH JTJTH SIXTH SOTEKTH KKfflTH
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much aanemr than for any particular sen*star* Since approxi­
mately tha a ana studanta ara aonaldarad tor all 0 cmesters thara 
la no algnltlaant Change In tha lntalllganoa scores or thalr 
distributions.
A point made In our Introductory chapter la also illus­
trated here. Tha Probable Srror alone Is not Indicative of 
tha full significance of tha correlation* Tha Probable Srror 
is based statistically on tha number of students} while, in 
reality, tha significance of tha correlation varies also by 
tha number of credit hcurs involved* Around 400 students ara 
under consideration In each of tha semesters* Tha number of 
credit hours, however, In any one semester is around 1? par 
student, making a total of around s even thousand for all stu­
dent a* But in tha six semesters, tha number of credit hours 
is around 100 per student making a total of around forty thou­
sand credit hours for all students* The correlation with total 
scores is, therefore, far more nearly accurate and oan be con­
sidered for the purpose of this study as normal*
The results of previous studies show no consistent ten­
dencies* They do, however, record variations in correlations 
between the Intelligence and grades of the same students at dif­
ferent times* This is also found in the lower school situation 
by Line and Glen (69). They blame the discrepancy on "sohool 
procedures1* • feder, who used other than the intelligence test 
for college prognosis, found a diminishing of the value of his 
predictive instruments, slightly after the first semester, and
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and markedly after the first year* (39 p* 600)* Oar dimin­
ishing, If It be the seme phenomenon* does not ooour until 
much later*
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0 - SCORES III VARIOUS SUBJECTS 
Comparisons between the psychological examination and 
grada polat ratios in specific subjects ara recorded In 
Table fix through X. Table VII contains raports on all 
•paelflt subjects taken by tha 48V eontlnulng students.
Tha normal or total eontlnulng naan of Intalllganoe is 
136.74. Tha following subjects, in order from tha highest, 
show Intelligence naans above the normals- Latin, Art, Re­
ligion, Philosophy, Astronony, German, Anthropology, Govern- 
nant, loonenles, Preneh, Xnginaaring, llathanatles, Ohanistry, 
Business Adnlnistratlon, Physios, Psychology, Physloal Bdu- 
eatlon, and Xnglish. Tha following subjects, in order frcn 
tha lowest, show intelligence naans below normals- Italian, 
Agriculture, Botany, Spanish, Boon Economics, Sducation, 
Geography, Oeology, Journal!an, Music, Zoology, Greek,
Speech, History, Xcononics. Certain subjects seem to be 
elected by the batter studentsf certain by tha duller 
ones*. HO subject is one signs or over distant from tha 
naan. Subjects above .8 of a signs above the normal noan 
ara Latin, Art, Religion, Philosophy, Astronony, German, 
Anthropology, Government, and Sociology. Trench is the only 
subject between .1 and .8 slgna above the mean. Tha highest
*Glllle (44) finds also that certain subjects are selected by 
tha brighter atudants though his are not the same subjects. 
Physics, Anthropology, Mathematics, Zoology, Psychology, and 
Bsgllsh are selected by the brighter students. Art, Music and 
the classics are selected by the worse students. The former 
part agrees with our findings, the latter materially disagrees,
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TABES VII 
A, 0. B. P. B. AMD (RAPE 300RSS 
BY
S U B J E C T S
SUBJECT MO. OF 
CASKS
MEAN
A.G.E.P.S
SIGMA MEAN 
A.D.B.F.S SCORE
SIGMA
SPORE
.71
GQHRM-
LATION P. X.
Agrlonltura 49 106.73 53.65 1.57 .563 (.1 0 0)
Anthropology IS 155.00 48.55 1.10 1.05 •388 (.141)
Art • 177.90 64.00 1.69 .66 .971 (.014)
Aetronany 1 170.00 40.00 2.50 .00 -
Botany 187 119,61 49.70 1,30 .45 •650 (.OSS)
Bnainosa Ad H5 139.22 53.02 1.10 1.09 •486 (.048)
GJuailstry 998 139.69 55.98 1.40 1.16 .416 (.034)
loononioa 165 136.55 49,14 1.23 •95 ,437 (.048)
B&oaatioa 91 130.00 61.65 1.64 •59 •384 (.060)
Maglaoorlng 120 141.53 56.52 1.05 .54 .238 (.031)
Ingliah 487 136.75 65.92 1.21 .79 •583 (.081)
fronofc 177 143.90 39.06 1.55 1.10 •468 (.040)
Goography 89 130.70 43.48 1 .U 1,33 i . o to H (.183)
Ooology 43 131.49 55.06 .91 1,13 .483 (.084)
Ooznan 57 156.67 60.46 1.18 1.35 .ess (.003)
O o m o m t 110 149.27 53.32 1.64 .81 .soe (.048)
Oroak 7 133.71 32.94 1.55 1.67 .704 (.IBS)
History £91 136.82 59.54 1.39 1.00 .489 (.038)
Hobs Ms* 27 130.00 90.92 1.46 •60 .498 (.096)
Italian £ 90,00 20.00 2.00 .50 1.000 (.000)
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SUBJECT SO. Of
CASES
SEAS SIC9SA 
A.0.I.PJ A.C.K.P,
MEAN SIGMA 
.S-SOOSS SCORE
CORRELA­
TION P. S.
Journallm 68 181.76 84.66 1.16 •89 •451 (.065)
Latin 84 186.70 47.16 1.89 •49 - .818 (.076)
Matfefnatlas 876 140.44 54.88 1.16 1.00 .397 (.034)
Musio 188 188.68 68.10 8.45 .91 .117 (.058)
Philosophy 14 170.00 35.46 8.06 •75 •818 (•178)
Phys.ld m .3 .410 187.18 55.78 1.95 •66 •3MB (•088)
Physios 149 139.04 54.78 1.08 1.07 •748 (•084)
Psychology 176 137.64 56.18 1.44 .88 .439 (•041)
Rallgloa 14 171.48 78.80 8.17 •74 .897 (•034)
Sociology 98 148.16 .68.80 1.55 •98 •488 (.058)
Spanish 80 185.60 50.68 1.01 1.31 .437 (.077)
Speaoh 194 184.95 57.88 1.73 .88 .530 (.035)
Zoology 844 188.95 55.58 1.45 •94 •479 (.033)
TOTAL
(Oontinning) 487 136.74 56.00 1.31 •69 .530 (.086)
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TABLE V1IX 
A. 0, B. P. I, AMD GBUDK SCORES 
IT SUBJECTS ORDER OF »r? SIZE 
♦Wiere *p» - 4 time® P. $. and *10 Distant * t *  with total)
SUBJECTS BO*
CASES
MEAN
A.C.R.P.B
SIGMA
A.0.K.P.E
mean $xmn
SCORE SCORE
CORRE­
LATIONS
P. R.
Art G 177*50 44.00 2*69 .44 .971 (.014)
Religion 14 171*43 78*80 2.17 .74 .897 (.034)
Physics 149 139.04 54.78 1.02 1.07 •748 (.084)
Creek 7 133.71 38.94 1*55 1.47 •704 (.189)
Botany 127 119.61 49.70 1.30 •48 .480 (.032)
Geology 45 151*49 35.04 .91 1.15 •423 (.084)
Ghealstry 258 159.49 58.98 1.40 1.14 .416 (.034)
Kathenatlos 274 140.44 54.22 1.14 1.00 .597 (.034)
Xdnsatlon 91 150.00 41*48 1.44 .59 .584 (.040)
Phys.Sd m s 410 137.12 55.72 1.95 •44 •588 (.088)
Engineering 120 141.83 58.52 1.08 •84 •238 (.051)
TOTAL
(Continuing) 427 154*74 54.00 1.31 .69 •550 (.024)
TABLB IX
A. 0 . 8 . P . 8 . AMP (RAM BOOMS 
OMSK OF "g« TAUm 
(BHSBB HO. 0A3B3 0TO8 90)
SOBJSOT HO
CASKS
KEAN
A.O.K.P. E
31GKA. MEAN 
A.G.B.P.1 SCORE
SIGMA
SCORE
CORRE­
LATION
P. a.
Pbyslos 149 159*04 54.78 1*08 1*07 •748 (.084)
Botany IB? 119*41 49*70 1.30 •48 •480 (.038)
InglUfe 4B? 134*75 95.98 1*81 .79 *583 (.081)
Spoooh 194 134*98 57*88 1.73 .02 •530 (.038)
OoTornaomt no 149*87 53*38 1.54 •81 •506 (.048)
History 851 134*88 55.84 1.39 1.00 •489 (.038)
Basinets Ate* 115 139*88 53*08 1*10 1*09 .486 (.048)
Soelology 98 148*14 48.80 1*35 •92 •488 (.058)
Zoology 844 138*95 55*58 1*45 *94 .479 (.033)
Prsneh 1?? 143*90 39*04 1.58 1*10 •468
Io*
Psyobology 178 138*44 54*18 1*44 •88 •439 (.041)
Gfcanl st ry 858 139*49 58*98 1*40 1*14 *416 (.034)
V&thsaatlss 874 140*44 54*88 1*16 1.00 .397 (.034)
XdneatlOA 91 130*00 41*48 1*44 *59 •384 (.080)
Phys.IA A M 410 137*18 65*78 1*95 .46 •388 (.088)
Engineering 180 141*83 58*58 1*08 *84 .838 (.031)
Ifesl* 188 138*48 48*10 8*45 *91 .117 (.068)
TOTAL
(Oentinning) 487 134*74 84*00 1.31 *49 *530 (.088)
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suajggy
English
Frenofe
TABLE X 
SUBJECTS AND IWTIXIIQEDiOB
(from m sucm  studies)
REPORTER REF. YSAR COHRELATK
Boueher ,G.S. 18 1938 .37
Fergusoa,0 . 0.117 1988 .63
OUek, H.N. 180 1930 •471,•838
Jordan, A.M. 97 1980 •517
Lefersr,D.V. 99 4» .19
MaePhall, A.H. 102 1986 .371
Odum, C.L. 161 1931 .38
Perrin ,F.A.C. 33 m • 78
Soot, V* T. 9S 
83
1983
1931
.40,
•38
•45
Ssgel, D. 97 1931 .40
Stoddard ,G.D. 101 1985 •83
Stone, C.L. 102 1988 •50
Thurstons ,T.H 119 1931 .38, •41
Vagner pA.S.A 
Strabel,E 133 1937 ,35
Wilson College 117 1988 .36
Boucher, 0*3. 1£ 1932 .35
Ferguson,0.0. 117 1983 •51
Odell, C.W. 96 m .38
Soot, V. T. 63 1983 •40, •45
Stone, 0 »L. 108 1988 .30
Tharp, J.B. 110 1987 •38
u m m  mm m m
•433 *583
94
gQBJMT REPORT 8R RBT. YEAR OOHBSIATIONS
Irenah Wagner ,11.E.
fcStmbel.K 134 1935 .14
Wilson Ool. 180 1988 .71 .380 .380
Oaznsn Bcuohar, 0.3.18 1088 .38
Boat, V. T. -/ 08 1083 .80
Staaa. 0 . 1.108 1088 .88
Vagner ,10 8
Strabel.I 134 1038 .30 .375 .370
Spanish Bouchar.O.S. 18 1038 .18
Odall, 0.*. 98 - .87
Lafevar.D.K. 98 - .84
Boot, W.I. 98) 1983 .47. .67
83)
Stone.C.L. 108 1988 .18 .888
Latin Odall. 0. W. 06 - .41
Vagnar^ i.S.*
SSraclel.li 134 1936 .36
Wilson 0*1. 117 1936 •446 •41
MsttaBatle* Bouoker,GaSal8 1933 •46
Bugg, 2. 0 a ISO 1930 •646
DouglaaafH.R.l 
Miokatlson.J.H 30 1936 •368
Itrguson, G* 0.117 1938 •45
01iOk9H.N. ISO 1930 •4739 .346
Jordan, A,M. 97 1930 •313
L«f«yar9 D.W. 96 mm •34
0d#U9 0. W. 96 • •31
00H 3 TOD?
.468
.888
.487
-.818
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TABLE X- Continued
SUBJECT BKPOBTER REF. TSAR CORRELATIONS MEDIAN
fii©
Methemties Odum, C.L. 181 1931 •35
Perrin,P.A* 0.83 1931 .80
Boners ,H.H. 96 1929 •46
Root, W. T. 92 1923 .39, •58, .51,.61
Stoddard,G.D.101 1925 .83
Stone,C.L. 108 1922 •38
Thuret. & 
Thurst. 119 1951 •35 •385 .3*7
Peyottology Kellogg ,C.S. 65 1929 .387
lllller, V. S. 85 as .37
Kelson 79 1987 •64, .77, .51
Odea, C.L, 1£1 1931 •38
Spence ,R,B. 85 m •42, .61
Todd, J,B. 65 1989 .387 •420 .43*
Botany Glio*,H.N. 180 
Odell,G.W. 96
1930 •401
•80
Perrin,F.A.0. 85 - .72 •401 ,#80
Biology Odell,G.tt. 96 
Odxm, C.L. 181 
Perrin,T.A.C. 83
m
1931
a*
•20
•38
•78
Root ,W.T. 92
83
Stone, O.W. 102
1983
1922
.49,
.50,
•88
•52
.73
Thurst. h
Thurst. 119 1931 .55 •510 .479
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TABUS X - Continued
S U B J E C T R E P O R T E R R E T . Y E A R C O R R E L A T I O N M E D I A N  O U R  £
Chemistry Ferguson,G. 0 * 117 1928 .41
Slick, H. N. 119 1930 •308,.361
LefeTer,D*W* 96 - • 8 4
Odum, C. L. 181 1931 . 8 5
Perrin,F* A.0. 83 m' . 6 9
Bonners, H* H . 96 1989 •38, .41
Beusser, St A1 88 1 9 3 6 * 4 8 5
Root, rf. T* 98 1 9 8 3 . 4 3
Stone, C .  L* 108 1988 .31
Thurst•& Thurst* 181 1931 . 5 5 •41* .416
Afslflfi Boucher ,C*S* 18 1933 .65
Perrin, F*A«C* 83 1986 .78
Root, W *  T, 98 1983 . 8 0
Stone 108 1988 •44 •686 .748
History Jordan, A *  M* 97 1 9 8 0 .540
Odum, 0 *  I * 181 1931 * 3 5
Perrin, F*A*C« 83 4 0 •76
Boot, tf* T* 83
*
m .43, *46
Stone, C* L* 108 1988 .31 .455 .489
Economics Boucher, C .  3 * 18 1938 .80
Odell, C *  W* 9 6 « * .88 ,34 .437
Government Boucher, 0.8* 18 1938 •80
Odell, C *  F f . 9 6 m *33 .865 .506
Geology Perrin, F * A * C * 8 3 o f r • 6 6 •65 .483
Education Perrin ,F*A«C« 8 3 - •66 •66 .384
Human Progross-Boot , W. T. 83 • •69 •69
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T A B L E  X L
A #  C .  S .  P .  E .  A R P  @ A B B  S P O K E S
S
P R O F E S S I O N A L  S U B J E C T S
S O B J E O T  H O .  M E A N  3 I G W A  M E A N  S I G M A  C O H R 1 L A -
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  C A S E S  A . C . S . P . B  A . C . E . P . B  S C O R E  S C O R E  T I O H  P .  B .
Art 8 177.50 64.00 1.69 .66 •971 (.014)
Bus&nass Ate 115 159.82 55.02 1.10 1.09 •486 (•048)
Hon* Eo. 87 150.00 50.92 1.49 •60 •488 (.089)
J m a U M  68 851.76 54.66 1.16 .89 •451 (.088)
Sdusatloa 91 150.00 61.68 6.64 .59 •384 (.040)
Agriculture 49 106.75 95.68 1.57 .71 •363 (.1 0 0)
Engineering 120 141.83 58.52 1.08 .84 •838 (.031)
Music 122 132.62 62.10 2.45 .91 .117 (.038)
T O T A L  S U B J E C T S  
( Continuing) 487 156.74 56.00 1.31 •69 •530 (.083)
TABU? XXI 
PROFESSIONAL StIBJEQTS 
FROM
p stm o usi sTuox^s
PROFESSIONS REPORTER at?, YEAH SCHOOL CORRELATION ALL OR 
L.ASTS
Agrioulture Bridges ,J,Vr. IS 1920 Ohio State .64, .39 .87,.65
EenmonfV.A. ISO 1930 Wisconsin •60 •68,.68
Iordan, AW 63 1920 Arkansas .618 •419
Bigi&eerlug Bridges, J*l. 13 1920 Ohio State .98,.89 .87,.36
01soton,G*U. 19 1924 Carnegie .448, .446 m
Heamon,V*A. ISO 1930 v/lsconsln •81 .68,.68
Jordan, A *11# 63 1920 Arkansas .607 •416
Bftueution Bridges jJ.1. 13 1920 Ohio State •88 .87,.66
Jordan, A. M,66 1920 Arkansas •649 •415
ISO 1920 Florida ,646 •609
School Chemistry Erast, J.L. 38 1923 Pittsburgh •53,.73 .33,,11
Sehool Economics Erast, J.L* 38 1923 Pittsburgh .40,,38 .33,,n
Son Economics 120 1930 Florida •616 ,609
Pharmacy J©nes,E,S. 121 1931 Buffalo .8 8,.8 8, 
.26,,86
.64,,86, 
.83,,57,
Nursing Khinehart,J.B 89 1933 Rd.Is.Bosp •74 m
Applied Science Syatond0 ,F.M. 106 1984 Hawaii .86,.88 .45,,48
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s u b j e c t ,  L a t i n  i s  * 6 9  s i g n s  a b o v e  t h e  m e a n ;  A r t  * 7 4  
a b o v e  t h e  m e a n ;  a n d  R e l i g i o n  * 6 9  a b o v e  t h e  m e a n *  S u b *  
J e s t s  b e l o w  * 8  o f  a  s i g m a  b e l o w  t h e  n o m n a l  m e a n  a r e  
I t a l i a n |  A g r i c u l t u r e ,  a n d  B o t a n y *  S p a n i s h ,  H o m e  E c o n o m ­
i c s ,  E d u c a t i o n ,  a n d  G e o g r a p h y  a r e  b e t w e e n  *1 a n d  •  2  s i g m a  
b e l o w  t h e  m e a n *  T h e  t h r e e  l o w e s t  s u b j e c t a  a r e  I t a l i a n  
• 8 3  s i g m a ,  A g r i c u l t u r e  . 5 4  s i g m a ,  a n d  B o t a n y  * 8 9  s i g m a ,  
r e s p e c t i v e l y ,  b e l o w  t h e  m e a n *  t h e r e  d o e s  n o t  s e e m  t o  b e  
m u s h  c o n s t a n c y  i s  t h e  n a t u r e  o f  t h e  s u b j e c t  b r i n g i n g  h i g h  
o r  l o w  s e l e c t i o n  e x c e p t ,  i n  a  v e r y  g e n e r a l  w a y  I t  s e e m s  a s  
t h o u g h  c u l t u r a l  o r  a b s t r a c t  s u b j e c t s  a n d  t h o s e  t h a t  a r e  
u s u a l l y  c o n s i d e r e d  a e  b e i n g  h a r d  a r e  c h o s e n  b y  t h e  m o r e  i n *  
t e l l i g e n t ,  a n d  p r a c t i c a l  s u b j e c t s  a n d  t h o s e  u s u a l l y  c o n ­
s i d e r e d  t o  b e  e a s y  b y  t h e  l e s s  i n t e l l i g e n t *  W e  f i n d  a  
f o r e i g n  l a n g a u g e  a t  b o t h  t h e  t o p  a n d  b o t t o m  o f  o u r  l i s t ;  
b u t  t h e  t o p  o n e  i s  a  c l a s s i c a l  l a n g u a g e  a n d  t h e  b o t t o m  o n e  
a  m o d e r n  l a n g u a g e *  W e  f i n d  A r t  s e c o n d  f r o m  t h e  t o p ;  b u t  
M u s i c  s l i g h t l y  b e l o w  t h e  m e a n .  A  p o s s i b l e  e x p l a n a t i o n  i s  
t h a t  M u s i c  i s  a  p r a c t i c a l  a s  w e l l  a s  a  c u l t u r a l  s u b j e c t ,  
f o r  m a n y  o f  t h e  s t u d e n t s  o f  t h e  M u s i c  S c h o o l  a r e  p l a n n i n g  
t o  b e  t e a c h e r s  o f  m u s i c .  W e  f i n d  P h i l o s o p h y  a n d  R e l i g i o n  
b o t h  n e a r  t h e  t o p ,  t e s t i f y i n g  t o  t h e  a t t r a c t i o n  o f  t h e  
a b s t r a c t  f o r  t h e  m o r e  i n t e l l i g e n t *  A s t r o n o m y  i s  c o n s i d e r e d  
h a r d  a m o n g  t h e  s t u d e n t s ;  s o  a r e  L a t i n  a n d  G e r m a n .  > > o m e  o f
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the social e c i e n o e s  a r e  a b o v e  t h e  m e a n }  s o m e  b e l o w *  S o m e  
o f  t h e  p h y s i c a l  s c i e n c e s  a r e  a b o v e  t h e  m e a n ;  s o m e  b e l o w *  
S u b j e c t s  t a k e n  b y  a l m o s t  a l l  s t u d e n t s  b e c a u s e  o f  f o r m a l  
requirements, l i k e  E n g l i s h  a n d  M a t h e m a t i c s  a r e ,  o f  c o u r s e ,  
e l o s e  t e  t h e  m e a n *  T h e  d i s t r i b u t i o i s o f  I n t e l l i g e n c e  
s e e r e s  wary greatly b u t  w e  o a n  a t t a c k  l i t t l e  s i g n i f i c a n c e  
t o  t h e  v a r i a t i o n  o w i n ^  t o  t h e  w i d e  v a r i a t i o n s  a l s o  I n  n u m ­
ber o f  e a s e s *
S t u d y i n g  t b e  g r a d e  r a t i o s ,  n o w ,  t h e  n o r m a l  o r  c o n t i n ­
u i n g  s c o r e  1 b  1 * 5 1 *  W e  f i n d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s u b j e c t s  a b o v e  
t b e  n o r m a l  m e a n ,  i n  o r d e r  f r o m  t h e  h i g h e s t  d o w n : -  A s t r o n o m y ,  
M n s l c ,  R e l i g i o n ,  P h i l o s o p h y ,  I t a l i a n ,  P h y s i c a l  E d u c a t i o n ,
L a t i n ,  S p e e c h ,  A r t ,  E d u c a t i o n ,  P r e a c h ,  A g r i c u l t u r e ,  G r e e k ,  
G o v e r n m e n t ,  7 « o o l o g y ,  H o m e  E c o n o m i c s ,  P s y c h o l o g y ,  C h e m i s t r y ,  
H i s t o r y ,  a n d  S o c i o l o g y *  W e  f i n d  t h e  f o l l o w i n g  s u b j e c t s  
b e l o w  t h e  o o n m l  m e a n ,  i n  o r d e r  f r o m  l o w e s t  m y : -  G e o l o g y ,  
S p a n i s h ,  P h y s i c s ,  E n g i n e e r i n g ,  A n t h r o p o l o g y ,  B u s i n e s s  A d m i n ­
i s t r a t i o n ,  G e o g r a p h y ,  M a t h e m a t i c s ,  J o u r n a l i s m ,  G o r m a n ,  E n g l i s h ,  
E c o n o m i c s ,  a n d  B o t a n y *  T o u r  s u b j e c t s  a r e  m o r e  t h a n  t h e  n o r ­
m a l  s i g m a  a b o v e  t k o  n o r m a l  g r a d e  m e a n : -  A s t r o n o m y ,  M u s i c ,  
P h i l o s o p h y  a n d  I t a l i a n *  T o u r  o t h e r  s u b j e c t s  a r e  b e t w e e n  . 5  
a n d  1 * 0  s i g m a  o f  t h e  m e a n : -  P h y s i c a l  E d u c a t i o n ,  L a t i n ,
S p e e c h ,  a n d  A r t *  N o  s u b j e c t  i s  b e l o w  1 * 0  s i g m a  b e l o w  t h e  
m e a n ,  a n d  o n l y  o n e ,  G e o l o g y ,  * 5  s i g m a  b e l o w  t h e  m e a n *  F i v e  
s u b j e c t s  a r e  b e t w e e n  # 3  a n d  * 9  s i g m a  b e l o w  t h e  m e a n *  T h e y
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are Spanish, Physics, bglneering, Anthropology, end Business 
Administration,
It Might seas that aubjeeta whose grade naan la below the 
normal mean ara leniently marked subjects and thoaa above se­
verely narked, This la not entirely true9 for subjeets selee- 
tad by the vara Intelligent should alao ahov a higher grade 
ratio noan, and Tlee versa* Bower or. If wa elaeelfy our naana 
of Intalllgenea and thoaa of grade ratios, wa should find that 
these aubjeeta whose grade naana ara of a lower olaaa than their 
Intalllganea naans ara aubjeeta whlah ara aererely narked* On 
the other hand, thoaa subjaota i&ese grade means ara of a higher 
elass than their Intalllganea naana ara leniently narked aubjeeta* 
VO dlYide the aubjeeta Into fire divisions of Intelllgenoe and 
Into fire divisions of grade ratio aoeordlng to the following 
aehM* thoaa subpeots between *1 sigma and plus *1 sigma 
show normal Intalllganea, between nlnua *1 algna and nlnua *8 
algna low Intalllgenea \ below nlnua *8 algna vary low intelli­
gence} between plus *1 sigma and plus *8 algna high Intelli- 
genes; and above plus *8 algna vary high Intalllganea* Wa 
divide our grade ratios In a similar fashion but using of nee as* 
alty different dividing lines* thoaa aubjeeta between nlnua 
*9 algna and plus *9 algna show normal grade ratios} between 
nlnua *8 algna and nlnua five algna low grade ratios; below 
•8 algna very low grade ratios} between plus *9 and plus 1*0 
algna very high grade ratios* We obtain from thla the follow* 
lag resultat-
subjects Class int.mn* G L A S S  GRADS M R * F A L L  XH G L A S S RISE
Latin X XX Ona -
in X U Qua m
Religion X X te m
FhUaeopby X X ** m
Astronomy X X - m
Om w i X ux Two
Anthropology X XT thvaa -
QaTamaat X XU m
Saalalogy X XU Two m
Iranafc XX XU Ona m
feginaarlmg XXX XT tea -
Hath— itlaa XXX XXX m m
Gtadftiy XXX h i - m
Bu Is h i  Adi. XU IT tea m
Rqriiii XXX XT tea m
Fsyohalegy XU XU te •
Physical Si* XXX u aa tea
fecllsh UX XU - an
SeoioBlti ux XU -
liitory HI XXX an «a
Spaaeh ux XX 4» tea
Graak XU XU m m
Zoology xn XXX - -
Suid XU X «• t e a
Journal!an UX XXX «• *
*X la le r r Hi«h» IX la Hlgb) III *a Xoraal| XT la Low) 7 la Tarjr Low
<8
&POTCTS GLASS XHT.jflg CLASS GRADE FALL IN CLASS RISE IN CLASS
Geology UI T Tw©
Geography XT HI * One
Education XT III * One
Hum *>, XT HI * On*
Spanish XT XT • *
Botany T III two
Agriculture T XXX * fra
Italian T X - Four
Shis indisatss probably certain aspects of uastandardised 
marking (Chaptsr T Gone* vt and Til)# The following subjaota 
faU quo class and are, therefore, probably marked a llttla too 
lows Latin| Art, Engineering, Business Administration, and Phy- 
slos. She following subjaota fall two olassas and ara* therefore* 
probably narked Tory muoh too lows Geology* German, Government, 
ahd Sociology* One sub jest* Anthropology, falls three plates 
showing probably complete laek of worth In the marking system*
CO the other hand Physical Education, Speech, Geography, and 
Heme Xsenemies rise one class showing probably easy marking! Stasis 
Education, Botany, and Agriculture rise two classes showing, prob­
ably Tory much too ea^ jf marking* Italian, rising four classes, 
was probably a gift to the two students vfco took it.
Xbthlng seems to be gained from a study of the grade ratio 
distributions except that they shew eery great variability*
The number of eases has, of course, much bearing on the
3* 
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tii® only single subject taken by all continuing students* 
lb® correlation 1® tbe only correlation, thereforet higher 
than the normal that show® a lower than normal Probable Error* 
The correlation for English Is also more significant because, 
for most students, it involves more credit hours than does 
any ether speciflo subject* In the course of their six sense* 
tere asst students take at least eighteen credit hours of feg* 
llsh* Xt aay be that other subjects taken by as many students 
for as aany credit hours would likewise approach close to the 
normal. The English correlation being above normal, indicates 
that the psychological examination is a better measure of abil- 
ity in fiigllsh than of total academic success* This Is true 
even though the normal grade ratio is made on the basis of ap* 
proxlm&tely 100 hours per student while In English it la made 
on the basis of 18 hours per student*
8 6 consistent trends can be found In the previous studies* 
(Table X), Our correlations are, in all but the cases of 
Latin, Biology, Geology end Education, higher than the medians 
of the previous studies* The range of these medians is from 
•255 in Spanish to *66 in Education* Their master median is 
*408* Higher than *900 are only Education, Geology, Physics, 
and Biology* Previous results do not resemble ours; but 
cannot be strictly compared, for they Involve different stu­
dents, numbers and methods of computing,
Under the heading, "Professional Subjects" (Table XX) 
wo grouped those subjects taken under special faculties of
6?
of the Thiivereity, other than the Faculties of the Liberal 
Arte College or the College of Fore and Applied Sciences.
These grade ratios and their correlations are not to be oon~ 
fused with those under "Intended occupations" in Chapter IV* 
Here wo consider all students who eleet those subjects even 
if they hare no intention of making that field a life work*
Also we consider here the grade ratios in the specific subject* 
There we consider the total grade ratio merely using the spe~ 
clfie subject to locate our students* We find the correlations 
here*with the exception of Art, below the normal* Art is net 
as strictly a professional subject as it Is taught at this Uni­
versity. It is taken more usually as a cultural study rather 
than a possible opening to the means of making a living* It 
differs from Music, in that most of the Music students are pre­
paring either to teach music or sell their talents profession­
ally after they are graduated* Moreover there are only eight 
eases of Art, making the correlation of little absolute signif­
icance* The fact that seven out of eight of these profession­
al subjeets show correlations below the normal leads us to look 
around fCr a reason* We suggest here the element of serious­
ness* Those who take professional courses are likely to have 
great variation In the attitudes toward those courses* Some of 
the studente elect professional courses with an ambition that 
they will be able to use them soon to support themselves or 
their families* Others elect them as they might also select
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any other course in the curriculum, ee easily accessible, 
seemingly net toe uninteresting, and not beyond their ca­
pacities* This variation In seriousness adds a factor 
other then intelligence in the procuring of academic success* 
The correlations between intelligence and academic successv 
in all professional subjects but Art, accordingly fall below 
the *80 mark.
In these subjects intelligence no longer accounts for 
over 60£ of the factors making for school grades, (See 
Chapter X Bart C) •
There are only four professional subjects calculated 
on the basis of ninety cases or over; Business Adminis­
tration* Education, Engineering and Music, The highest of 
the four is below the normal correlation. Music* s small cor­
relation is due mostly to a music surrey course taken by stu­
dents not taking music professionally, marked unduly easy, 
and yet necessarily considered, in general, with the more 
serious music courses. The next to lowest of all ninety 
and over case correlations Is found in Bnglneerlng, Edu­
cation is but slightly better. Possibly a strict grading 
system in Engineering and an easy one in Education hare some­
thing to do with it, (See above). It la possible, too, 
that the element of seriousness may be mere variable in En­
gineering than In Education,
A study of t h e  means o f  i n t e l l i g e n c e  o f  t h o s e  t a k i n g  
these professional subjects shows that Agriculture i s  elected
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by an unusually below average group* Art on tbe other 
band Is taken by an unusually above average group* The 
only other professional group above average In Intelllgenee 
la the Engineering group* Engineering has the reputation of 
being a stiff oouree9 and possibly, for that reason, tends to 
attraot only the more intelligent who think themselves more 
capable of meetings Its rigid requirements* Tbe mean of In* 
tdiligence of those taking Mieation Is as muoh below the 
average as feglneerlng is above* This may prove the eon* 
verse of what is true of Engineering* Education oourses are 
supposed to be quite eaey* Attention is called again to 
the comparison of intelllgenee and grade ratio elasses showing 
that this reputation is not entirely unwarranted*
Previous studies (TABLE XIV) show correlations hbtweaite*> 
intelligence end grades In professional subjects to bo much 
higher than those between intelligence and grades In all 
subjects or academic subjects* This Is the reverse of what 
we found. This apparent contradiction must be discounted, 
however, by the fact that the comparisons in previous studies 
are between two different groups of students, the professional 
students' grades being not only in professional subjects but 
also in others* In our study, on the other hand, the conrpari* 
son is between two kinds of subjeets, taken by the some group 
of students* The lower correlations in thglneerlng then in 
other professional subjeets is as marked in these previous 
studies as in ours*
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1  " GROUPS OF SUBJECTS 
We group together (TABLE XIII) certain of the subjects 
which arc similar la content, emphasis, and technique of 
teaching. We use hare the type of grouping that has become 
acre or lean common in colleges. Under the general heading 
"foreign Languages* we include all languages in the curricu­
lum of Louisiana state University, except, of course, Eng­
lish. Uhder the general heading "Social So lenses" we in­
clude Anthropology, Economics, Geography, government, History, 
and Sociology. We also include a survey course in the Social 
Sciences given in t.hj Lower Division, os naturally part of 
this classification. tinder the general heading "Natural 
Sciences" we include Botany, Chemistry, Geology, Physios end 
Zoology. Psychology being an in between subject, belonging 
alike to both of these latter classifications, we omit it from 
any grouping. "Academic Subjects" includes all the subjects 
that are not classified in the preceding section as specifi­
cally professional subjects. There is certainly a correla­
tional advantage in these groupings over the use of individual 
subjects, for the number of cases Is much higher, the Probable 
Xrors much smaller.
nTABLE XIII
A. Q, S. P. 1 . AND ORADg SCORES 
BT
SUBJECT (B0UP8
srarscr group ho. mean sigma hr an sigma corke-
_ _ _ _ _  CASES A.C.B.F.3S. A.C.B.P.g. SCOHE SOOHE LATIQN
SOCIAL SCIENCES
AntliropoXogy,
80000*100, OeOg* 
raphy, Government,
History, sad So*
otology, Surrey
Course 485 157. OX 54.18 1.48 .68 .541
HATUSAI SCIENCES
Astronomy, Botany,
Onesist ry, Geology,
F*y8ics,& Zoology 360 136.55 66.46 1.85 .94 .688
foreign languages
FreooA, German,
Creek,Italian,
Latin, Spanish 145 144.70 57.80 1.59 1.17 .451
ALL AGADBfiXC
SUBJECTS 487 136.74 55.88 1.S6 .77 .587
P. S.
(*083)
(.025)
(.089)
(.088)
VfUL gaBJKTS
.87 136.74 86.00 1.31 .69 .830 (.086)
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Also more credit hoars are included in each case*
This averages out extreme scores , normalizing the frequency 
curves of both variables and making the resulting correla­
tions more reliable* (See above). The result in each case 
is a correlation very close to the normal correlation, ob­
tained from all scores from all continuing students* This was 
,550* It will be remembered here that the correlation with 
English was *583, and we considered this very significant be- 
cause of the very small Probable Error* In the Social Sci­
ences we obtain a correlation of *541) in the Natural Sciences, 
*526; in Academic Subjects *527* The correlation with foreign 
languages is somewhat lower, ,451. This Illustrates the point 
made about the number of cases and number of extreme grades in­
volved* Here there are only a little more than half the stu­
dents who elect foreign Languages* Adong them are several 
cases containing but three or six credit hours* This results 
in extremely low or high ratios, which tends to unnonnallze 
the correlation* Yet even the foreign Language correlation 
of *451 is close to the normal *530* The Social Science group 
correlation is higher than that of any one of the elx included 
Social Sciences* The Natural Science group correlation is 
higher than those of all but two of the included Natural Sci­
ences* Physio a trnd Bo tony are the exceptions* The foreign 
Language group correlation is higher than in two specific lan­
guages and lover than in four others but closer to the normal
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correlation than any sr>ecifio language.
There does not seam to he any comparative bearing on the 
correlations either from the means or dietrlbutions of intelli­
gence or grades. The intelligence means and distributions of 
each group of subjeets Is close to normal, except, in the ease of 
the foreign language group. The distributions are a little higher 
and wider. There Is some variation In the means and distributions 
of the grades; but this does not seem, to have any significance*
Xt seems to follow, however, that the narrower the distribution 
of grade scores in these groupings, the higher the correlation 
between Intelligence and grades. This would probably again 
bear out the point that averaging out the extreme scores, as we 
do when we lnerease the credit hours, normalizes the correlation.
Our Foreign Language Group result (Table XI7) ie consider­
ably higher than the median of .38 in the five previous studies 
of the same thing. There is only one other group study that 
we have found, that by Jordan in Physical Science. It Is not 
strictly comparable with ours because our Natural Science 
grouping Includes also the Biological Sciences.
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TABLE XIV 
GROUPS OF SUBJECTS
FROM
PREVIOUS
GROUP REPORTER BSF.
Foreign.
languages Jordan, AM. M. AS
Odttftf C* L. 121 
Sogal, D 97
StMli| C* Xi* 102
Thurst. k
Thurst• 121
Physical
Salonens Jordan, A.M. 97
STUDIES
YEAR CORRELATION MEDIAN
1990 .315
1931 *56
1931 *42
1982 *31
1931 *38 *38
1920 ,448 .448
C H A P T E R  I I I  
PARTS OF THIS 
AMFiilCAN CQUKOXL W  EDUCATION PEYGIIOUJcilG. -L &vAO»ATIQH
nC H A P T E R  I I I
As e x p l a i n e d  i n  C h a p t e r  I  P a r t  B ,  t h e  . A m e r i c a n  C o u n c i l  
P s y c h o l o g i c a l  E x a m i n a t i o n  i s  c o m p o s e d  o f  f i v e  p a r t s *  L a c h  o f  
t h e s e  i s  p r e s u m e d  t o  f e e  t e s t i n g  s o m e  s p e c i a l  f a c t o r  o f  i n t e l l i ­
g e n c e *  W e  p r o p o s e  f i r s t  t o  f i n d  t h e  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e t w e e n  e a c h  
o f  t h e s e  f i r e  p a r t s  a n d  t h e  w h o l e  o f  t h e  t e a t *  S e c o n d l y  w e  
s h a l l  c o m p a r e  c o r r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  t h e s e  p a r t s  a n d  g r a d e  r a t i o s  
w i t h  s i m i l a r  c o r r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  t h e  w h o l e  e x a m i n a t i o n  a n d  t h e  
s a m e  g r a d e  r a t i o s *
A- P A R T  A m  v H O U S
T a b l e  XT s h o w s  t h a t  t h o u g h  t h e s e  s e p a r a t e  t e s t s  d o  n o t  
t e s t  e x a c t l y  t h e  s a m e  t h i n g  a s  t h e  s u m  o f  a l l  f i v e ,  t h e  c o r r e ­
l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  t h e  p a r t s  a n d  t h e  w h o l e  a r e  s u f f i c i e n t l y  h i g h  
t o  i n d i c a t e  a  d e f i n i t e  a n d  v e r y  l a r g e  c o m m o n  c o m p o n e n t *  S i n c e  
t h e s e  t e s t s  a r e  p u r p o s e l y  m a d e  v e r y  d i f f e r e n t  f r o m  o n e  a n o t h e r ,  
e s p e c i a l l y  t h e  v e r b a l  f r o m  t h e  t w o  n o n - v e r b a l  o n e s ,  t h e  e x i s ­
t e n c e  o f  t h i s  i n t e r c o r r e l a t i o n  i s  s i g n i f i c a n t *  f r e  m i g h t  c a l l  
t h i s  c o m m o n  f a c t o r  g e n e r a l  i n t e l l i g e n c e *  ( S e e  t f h a p t e r  V  C o n c l *  
X X I ) .  T h e s e  c o r r e l a t i o n s ,  r a n g i n g  f r o m  * 6 3 7  t o  . 8 1 1 ,  a r e  
s i m i l a r  t o  t h o s e  o b t a i n e d  b e t w e e n  d i f f e r e n t  e x a m i n a t i o n s *  
( P i n t n e r  8 3  p * U l ) «  T h e  A r i t h m e t i c  T e s t  i s ,  b y  f a r ,  t h e  l e a s t  
i m p o r t a n t  I n  t h e  t o t a l  e x a m i n a t i o n  s c o r e ,  f o r  t h e y  c o r r e l a t e  
o n l y  * 6 2 7 *  T h e  O p p o s i t e  T e s t  i s  t h e  m o s t  i m p o r t a n t ,  f o r  i t  
c o r r e l a t e s  8 1 1 *  T h e  m e a n s  a n d  s i g m a s  o f  t h e  p a r t s  v a r y  
g r e a t l y *
T A B L E  X V  
P A H T S  O F  A .  C .  E .  P .  B .
A N D  T O T A L  A . c , _ E  i .Pl E .
(NUMBER 07 CASES 427)
P A H T E A  O P  A . C . L . P . E * M L A N S I G M A C O R R E L A T I O N p . * .
I. A r i t h m e t i c 2 8 . 7 9 1 3 . 0 0 •  6 2 7 (•019)
n . O p p o s i t e s 3 1 . 2 0 1 8 . 3 0 . 8 1 1 (.007)
m . C o m p l e t i o n 2 7 . 9 3 1 1 . 4 4 . 7 5 4 (.014)
1 7 . A r t i f i c i a l
lAinguage 27.48 18.36 •691 (.017)
T . Analogies 24.25 14.07 . 7 5 8 (.014)
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B  -  P . I R T 8  A H ?  s n B J 5 X T J 3  
I T n r  m o r e  i m p o r t a n t  t h a n  c o m p a r i n r  t h e  p a r t s  w i t h  t h e  w h o l e  
l e  c o m p a r i n g  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  p a r t s  a n d  s p e c i a l  s u b ­
j e c t s  e n d  s u b j e c t  g r o u p i n g ? •  ! ? e  h a v e  c h o s e n  t h e  t h r e e  s u b j e c t
g r o u p i n g s  v e  u s e d  i n  C h a p t e r  I I *  t h e  S o c i a l  S c i e n c e s ,  t h e  N a t u ­
r a l  S c i e n c e s ,  a n d  t h e  f o r e i g n  L a n g u a g e s *  T o g e t h e r  w i t h  t h e s e  
w e  h a v e  c h o s e n ,  f o r  t h i s  p u r p o s e *  E n g l i s h  a n d  M a t h e m a t i c s ,  T h e  
l a r g e  n u m b e r  o f  c a s e s ,  t h e  s n a i l  P r o b a b l e  E r r o r s ,  a n d  t h e  a v e r ­
a g i n g  o u t  o f  e x t r e m e  s c o r e s  b y  l a r g e  n u m b e r  o f  c r e d i t  h o u r s  i n  
a l l  t h e s e  c a s e s *  m a k e  t h i s  s e l e c t i o n  o f  w o r t h , *
T a b l e s  X 7 I  a n d  X f i l  s h o u l d  b e  c o n s i d e r e d  t o g e t h e r *  T h e  
l a t t e r  i s  a n  a n a l y s i s  o f  s o m e  o f  t h e  f a c t s  o f  t h e  f o r m e r .  T h e  
A n a l o g i e s  T e s t ,  t h o u g h  t h e  v e r y  w o r s t  o f  a l l  f i v e  t e s t s  f o r  
P r o g n o s i s  i n  t h e  L a n g u a g e s  a n d  t h e  S o c i a l  S c i e n c e s ,  i e  t h e  b e s t  
o f  a l l  f o r  M a t h e m a t i c s ,  I n  t h i s  o n e  s u b j e c t  i t  i s  e v e n  b e t t e r  
t h a n  t h e  w h o l e  e x a m i n a t i o n .  T h e  A r i t h m e t i c  T e s t ,  o n  t h e  o t h e r  
h a n d ,  w h i l e  b e t t e r  f o r  D S p t h e a m t i o e  t h e n  f o r  a n y  o f  t h e  t h r e e  
g r o u p s  o r  " E n g l i s h ,  i s  d e c i d e d l y  a  w o r s e  p r e d i c t e r  o f  M a t h e m a t i ­
c a l  a b i l i t y  t h a n  t h e  t o t a l  t e a t .  T h e  c o n c l u s i o n  s e e m s  t o  b e  
i n e v i t a b l e ,  t h e r e f o r e ,  t h a t  c o n c e p t s  o f  p r o p o r t i o n  w h i c h  a r e  
f u n d a m e n t a l  t o  t h e  A n a l o g i e s  T e s t ,  a r e  f a r  m o r e  i m p o r t a n t  i n  
h i g h e r  K r t h e m a t i o e  t h e n  o r a  n u m b e r s  a n d  t h e  e l e m e n t a r y  a r i t h ­
m e t i c  p r o c e s s e s .  T h e  A n a l o g i e s  T e s t  c o u l d  w e l l  s t a n d  b y  i t ­
s e l f  a s  a  p r o g n o e t l c a t o r  o f  m a t h e m a t i c a l  s u c c e s s .  A n  i n t e r ­
e s t i n g  s u p p l e m e n t a r y  s t u d y  m i g h t  c o m b i n e  t h e  A r i t h m e t i c  T e s t
* X a g l l e h  w e e  t a k e n  b y  a l l  c o n t i n u i n g  s t u d e n t s i  M a t h e m a t i o e  
e n d  t h e  t h r e e  g r o u p s  b y  m o s t  o f  t h e m .
A. 
C. 
K. 
P. 
I. 
.M3 
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(.034) 
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TABLE XHI 
BETTER COSBELATIONS
FROM PART THAN ERGU WHOLE
PAST SUBJECT CORRELATION P. S.
T. Analogies M&thenstlos *440 (.039) 
(All other correlations better with whole)
POOH CORRELATIONS
(Less than *900)
PART SUBJECT CORRELATION P* S.
x. Arithmetic English •884 (•030)
I. Arithmetic foreign
Languages *866 (•038)
XX* Opposites foreign
Languages • 897 (•038)
XX* Opposites Mathematics *189 (.086)
IXI.Cowplatlon Mathematics •149 (•040)
XT. Artlflilal
language Mathematics • 838 (.036)
T. Analogies foreign
Languages *164 (.040)
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with the Analogies Test and correlate tlie two with grades*
2h all other oases axeapt the Analgias Teat for Mathe­
matics, the total examination la mere predictive of success, 
than any ona of its five part a. Soma parts are h attar than 
others, however, The Artificial Language is the bast of all 
five for discovering ability in Saglish, in tha Foreign Lan­
guages, and in tha Natural Sciences, Tha reason for this la 
slaar In tha ease of Foreign Languages, for grammatical in- 
sight and word formation are tha essentials of both tha test 
and tha criterion* This Is also true, to a leaser extent of 
the test and Soglieh* It is not clear why it should likewise 
apply to the test and the Natural So lane as. It may be that 
ease in using the jargon of the selanees may hare a great deal 
to do with suseess In studying them. If this is true, solanoa 
could be understood by mere people by merely simplifying its 
vocabularies and its idioms* The Completion Test is the best 
of the fire for predicting ability in the Social Sciences, 
the worst9 however, in the Natural Sciences* The ability to 
assimilate easily a host of general information indicated by 
this test is needed for proficiency In the Scolal Sciences*
The Natural Sciences, instead, require the ability to master 
specific facts rather than general information. The Opposites 
Tost is the best of the fire parts for predicting total grades, 
the worst for predicting ability in Mathematics* Primarily a 
Tooabulary test, It naturally shows a tendency to fewer sub-
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jests which are mostly verbal, Tha Arithmetic Test* not 
tha bast for say subject* including Mathematics itself* is 
tbs worst of all the tests for both English and tha total 
scores* This is probably the converse of tha reason given 
in connection with the Opposite Test* The Arithmetic Tost 
is primarily non-verbal*
Tha correlations obtained on our chart suggest that bet­
ter results* than any here obtained* might be had by combina­
tion of the Opposites* Collation and Artificial Language 
Tests for prognosis in English* the Social Sciences* and total 
subjeets(2)a combination of the Analogies Test and the Arith­
metic Test for prognosis in Mathematics; and (3) a combination 
of the Artificial language and the Arithmetic Test* or these 
two and the Analogies Test for prognosis in the Natural Sciences*
The results of previous studies of the parts of the exami­
nation (Table XVIII) are heterogeneous and confusing**
The Arithmetic Tost tests English, in these previous studies * 
with a median of *281; foreign languages* *209; Mathematics*
.580; and all subjects *256* The Opposites Test tests fiiglleh 
with a median of *428; foreign languages, *840; Mathematics*
*325; and all subjects *929* The Completion Test tests Eng­
lish with a median of *424; foreign languages *190; Mathematics 
*530; and all subjects *348* The Artificial language Test tests 
English with a median of *540; foreign Languages *380; Ifethe-
*To these studies might be added the work of McGrath and froman (72) 
which considers only the correlation between the opposites test and 
the whole examination* *78; and the work of Mosler (76) which studio d 
the parts in reference to specific curricula suoh as the Law curriculum* 
Engineering* etc*
T A M .tt m i x
mas or a. o. e . p. i. and subject scores
PREVIOUS 8TODH3 
A.C.S.F.X.PARTS REPORTER REF. BfOLISH fOKSIOW A l l
n .O p p o s ita i
Brown, H, A, 121 
Darts, F.G. XX? .37
.298,,210 
•297
Fryer ,D U7 •204
Gerbericb,J 49 •881 •978 .316
Itoyee,?. 7? •283 ,999 •449
Segel,D A 
QerbericB.J 98 •20 •14 ,98
Tkurst.LL.A 
Thurst.G.T. ISO •312,,325 
•340
Toll, C.H, 189 •25, ,19
Brown,R«A« 121 •329, •231, ,300
Baria,F,G* XX? •291
Fryer ,D. 1X7 •355
Gerbericb,/ 49 •517 •913 ,360
ltoyse, J. 77
Segel, D. & 
Oerberich,J 98
HIto• •32 .96
•389
Bmr8t,LL.A 
Thurst,G.T. 120 •429,,408, ,438
Toll, 0«H* 129 •27, ,19
Wagne9 ,ME & 183 
Steabele 184
•49
•34
Wilson Co. 90 •954
Brown, R,A, 121 ,389,,298,,314
Baris, F.8 * 1X7 •473
Fryer ,D. XX7 •92X
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TABLE m i l  - Continued 
A.«.l.f.S.|erU REPORTER RKF. BJOLXSS
i n
Gonpletion-
Continued.
IT, Artificial 
L«nguage
V.A&aloglee
Oorberich,J 43 .436
Seleg,2). & 
Gerberleh,? 96 .41
ifejs«ty 77 .6X9
Thurst.LL.A 
ThurBt.O.T 120
Wagner,ME.A 133 .87
Strabel,!. 134
Brews,B. A, 121
Burl*. 1 .8 . 117
fryer,0 , 117
Qerberieb,?. 43 .654
Segel,D. A 
Oerterloh,7 96 .54
M»yse,JT. 77
Tburst.LL.B 
Tfcurat.O.T. 120
Toll,C.H. 129
Wagner,MBA 133 .30
St rebel e,E. 134
Brown, R. A. 121
Oerberlch.J 43 .360
Seleg,D.A
Oerbericii,! 98 .38
Moyee,J 77
Thurst ,LL k  
©mrat.G.T. 120 
lagner,M.X.at 
8t rebel,!. 133 .12
fORBION ALL
LANGUAGES MATHEMATICS S0BJECTS
•630
.It
,18
,48
.187
.748
,38
,29
•436
.307
•392
•380
•43
.472
•31
,600
,348,.969,,446
•320,•283,,320
•303
•266, .420, ,417 
.920,.283,.320
.248,.187,,211
•690
.169,,324,,323
matios ,405| and all subjects ,320. the Analogies Test tests 
English with a median of .330, Foreign Languages, ,343j Maths* 
mattes ,391, and all subjects ,348, These medians are very dose 
to our own. The best that of English is the Artificial Language 
Test, with the Opposites and the Completion also high which Is 
in agreement with our results. The best test for foreign lan* 
guages is the Artificial language Test, The Opposites Test is 
also high and so is the Analogies Tost, In our study, though 
the Artificial language Test also has first place, the Completion 
Test came second and the Analogies Test was low. The best test 
for Mathematics in these previous studies 1b the Artificial Lan­
guage Test; Analogies comes second and Arithmetic third. In our 
study the Artificial Language Test was comparatively low. There 
is an agreement, however, in the fact that the verbal tests bet* 
ter predict success in all subjects than the Arithmetic and Anal* 
ogles Tests, These previous studies are also suggestive of com­
binations, Ve could find no previous study that carried out these 
implications, and tried the value for prognosis, of combining, 
partlalling out, and weighting the respective parts in order to 
obtain higher correlations, A large field of research is, there* 
fore, still to be explored, (Chapter 7 Concl.xiii)
0 H A P T 1 H  IF 
PSRSOKAL FAOTQHS
a?
CHAPTER XT 
PERSOHAL f ACTORS
Xn this Chapter we segregate the students into sore 
homogeneous groups* mere the records do not indicate the 
personal factor considered, the ease Is omitted. This results 
in a sampling rather than a study of all the students, the 
sampling, however, does take into consideration most of the eon* 
tinning students and is, for our purposes, random.
Ay. AGE
Of our 815 cases, 797 clearly giro their age at regis­
tration in years and months. We here divided our group into 
five convenient classes, those fifteen, those sixteen, those 
seventeen, those between eighteen and twenty, and those twenty- 
one or over. Seventeen to twenty is the usual age of entrance 
into a Southern University where the lower school course is 
usually eleven years. About half of these are seventeen and 
half between eighteen and twenty. Students of fifteen and 
sixteen have either started their schooling before the age of 
six, or have skipped grades, or both. They are the accelerated 
group, they, too, can well be divided into two subgroups, The 
sixteen year olds are but slightly accelerated. This may have 
resalted entirely from such a circumstance as having attended a 
private first-year school at the age of five. It may hr may not 
be due to superior ability. The fifteen year olds, on the other 
hand, undoubtedly must have displayed some talents which helped
*8uggestlon from Wagner and St rebel (132) who did this in con­
nection with finding the prognosis value of Regents Examinations 
and the Iowa Content Examination.
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them through the lower schools nor# rapidly than the normal 
stride. We find also one fourteen year old student. We include 
her in our table among the fifteen year ©lde»*i In the fifth 
division ve group together all those over twenty-one feeling 
that therein we had a special group, probably all of whom had been 
away from school for a time and because of some b in n in g  ambition 
had returned again.
Converting the numbers of our table (Table XIX) into per­
centages, we find that, of the total group considered, $ 0 were 
fifteen, 180 sixteen, 340 seventeen, 410 eighteen to twenty, 
and 60 twenty-one or over. Of those who were fifteen 560 
dropped out, of those sixteen 370, of those seventeen, 400, of 
those eighteen to twenty 560, of those twenty-one or over 490.
We are not able to read any elimination tendencies from these 
percentages.
The mean of intelligence of the fifteen year old group 
is the highest. This is a decline as the age level increased.4^
There is one exception. Those who are eliminated over twenty-one 
years of age are brighter than any other eliminated group with 
the exception of the fifteen year olds, further in this group 
the brighter ones are eliminated; the duller continue. A probable 
explanation of this is that brighter older students more easily 
recognize the difficulty of competing with younger and more pliable 
student.
*1-Her place is indicated by parenthesis. She was above the average In 
intelligence. She did not continue. The records do not say why. 
*8-Tbls Is In accord with previous studies by Teiman(109 pp491,498)and 
Brigham (83 p.307) and Whlnery (83 p.307),
TABLE XXX 
AG8 AHD A. C, B. P. S.
A. C. S. P. E. SCORES
0- SO- 40- 60- 80- 100- 120- 140- 160- 180- 800- 280- 240-
19 59 59 79 99 119 139 159 179 199 219 259 259
Eliminated 
15 (*16-) 0 0
Conti Ming
15 0 0
Eliminated
16 1 0
Oiftdffdsg 
16 0
Eliminated 
17 1
Continuing
17 0
Eliminated 
18-20 0
Cent inning 
28-20 0
0
5
0 0 3 6 14
2 7 13 17 17
0 7 8  28 21
Eliminated 
21-21/  0 1 1 4
O w t l n l a f  
81-21/  0 2 8 2
2
9 4
13 8
18 10
0
1
8
16
8
4 30 80 36 29 19 13 14
3 1 4 2 1 2 1 2 4  10 14 13
0
2
(1 )
24 18 12
3
12
9
8
4
3
6
1
1
260- 280- 300- NO. HH. 
279 299 319
9 150.00
1 1 7 207.14
0 54 137.41
1 90 169.56
0 108 121.48
1 160 142*50
2 183 111.86
0 145 118.65
1 20 142.00
0 21 107.41
TOTAL MEAN - 129.95 
TOTAL BOMBERS - 815
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The mum thing Is shown by the correlation betwoon 
intelligence snd age, (Table XX) which is decidedly negativet 
- . 3 1 4 ,  P t s t I o u s  studios ars substantiated by this result.*
VS consider now the correlations between school grades 
and intelligence at the different age levels. At fifteen 
there is the highest correlation! .70S* At sixteen it sinks 
slightly below the normal. At seventeen it rises again above 
normal. At eighteen to twenty It Is much below normal. At 
above twenty-one it is very snail# considering the comparatively 
large Probable Srrer, even insignificant. Xxoepting the sixteen 
year group, there is a drop with the advance of age. We would 
again suggest that this is due to the increase of the variable 
of seriousness or ambition at later ages which tends to lower 
the correlation between intelligence and grade ratios. (Chapter 
7 Oonol.xi).
There nay also be a loss of homogeneity! as the age rises.
fifteen year olds may be of a bookhleh type to achieve so much
acceleration. The interruption of this trend among the sixteen
year old group may be due to the fact that many of them arrived
at diversity early! not alone because of their ability to climb
rapidly but because of starting early. This nay also result in
a great variation in "seriousness* for some of these students
may put out a great deal of extra effort to maintain their early
advantage. Seriousness decreases our correlations. (Chapter Y
Ccncl.xi). The correlation, therefore! of the sixteen year group
* T e r m a n  shows a correlation of -.318 (109 p. 491)$ Brighton of -.88 
(SB p. 807) Patterson shows that those Who have a median I.ft of 1151 
have a median age of IS. Those having a median I.ft of .84 have a 
median age of 1 9 .  (80)
nTABLE JX 
A . 0 . 1 . P . I .  AHD ASK 
MWH A P I >  1 8 .0 0  
SIOMA A m  DIBTRIBOTIOM ■ 1 .8 8
m m  ot cases 2 sas
Oatm gATION A (B  AMP A. C . «. P . B . -  —  .8 1 4
r. «. . (.ot>)
*
A. C. 1. P. I. AMD TOTAL QBADE SOOKEB 
(AT RACH AOB OROHHWH
AffiX BO.
CABXS
UEAH
A.C.E.P.E.
SIGMA 
A.C.E.P .2.
MEAft
SCORE
SIGMA
SCORE
CORKS*
LATION
P. B.
16 7 £07*14 72.12 2.05 •69 .702 (.129)
16 60 166.56 46.90 1.46 .74 .461 (.054)
17 160 148.60 52.64 1.42 .30 •680 (.034)
IB)
IB)
BO)
146 116.66 51.56 1.10 .61 .391 (.0*7)
11/ 61 107.14 65.28 1.41 .55 •189 (.1*1 )
All
i€«f 4X7 136.74 56.00 1.31 .69 .530 (.08S)
to
is lover than that of tha seventeen year olds; but still 
higher than the tvo following groups. Zt should be noticed 
again how the weans of intelligence descend with age. The 
distributions of intelligence are wider in the extreme clas­
ses than in the center. Students reaching university at an 
average age do not vary as much from each other in intelli­
gence as students either quite young or quite old. The grade 
scores show a descent oomparable to the descent of intelli­
gence with age) but aanng the oldest group they pick up again. 
This way he due to their seriousness increasing their scores, 
or it nay be due to their professors being Impressed with their 
■aturityand giving then higher narks than they really deserve.* 
This latter is known as the "halo effect".
♦ Constance (23)
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Are in differences additional factors to Intelligence,
In detexminlag university success? Do they affect the re* 
lationshlp of Intelligence to grades?
In our group of students (Table XXI) there are 047 boys 
and 067 girls. The boys outnumber the girls by orer two to 
one* Of the boys, 48# were eliminated and of the girls 47#* 
There is then no significant sex difference so far as ellml* 
nation is ooneerned. The girls who continue, howerer, hare 
a higher mean Intelligence than the boys who continue* On 
the other hand, the girls who are eliminated have a lower In­
telligence mean than the boys who are eliminated* Possibly 
this inverse ratio Is due to the fact that boys may be elimi­
nated for more reasons that have nothing to do with Intelli­
gence than girls; particularly they may be called upon to help 
support the family* Considering both the eliminated and the 
continuing together, the girls are mere Intelligent than the 
boys** (Chapter V Conol 11)* The apparent feminine Intellec­
tual superiority may be due to selection, for though the num­
ber of boys and of girls in the general population are about
equal, only half as many girls as boys come to this University, 
be
We nsay/wltnesslng this selection still taking place, since the 
boys eliminated are more intelligent than the girls eliminated. 
The larger elimination has, of course, taken place before Uni­
versity. Both boys and girls who continue have higher psycho­
logical means than those who do not* (Chapter 7, Conol*v)
apfcvlous Studies are not consistent In this finding. See 
Pintner 83 p* 496,7)
0> T&BUS
sac m
0-
19
Boye
Eliminated- 1  
Girle
Eliminated- 1 
T»tal
SHnln&ted 2
BO y»
Continuing 0 
Girls
Cont Inning 0 
Total
Continuing 0
20* 40* 
£  S®
5 81
2 1 2  
7 33
6 22 
0 5
6 27
30- 80- 
79 99
38 42
16 23
34 63
23 38
9 12
34 30
100-  120-  
119 159
21 90 
17 2 0
8 6 30
88 41
26 17
64 68
xn
A. C» 15. P. E*
E* SCORES
140- 160- 180- 200 
159 179 199 219
23 21 15 8
9 9 4 11
34 80 17 19
32 as 19 9
17 15 8 16
49 80 27 25
240- 260- 260- 500- 50* 55. 
259 279 , 299 519 ___
220-  
239
6 2 3 1
O 1 1 0  
8  3 4 1
12 5 2 1
3 11 1 0
15 14 3 1
3 262 121*60
0 126 117*46
3 368 119*84
2 285 130*42
1 141 149*13
3 426 136*62
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There are great sex difference la the correlations be- 
tween inteXllgenee and gradee (Table xm). The girls almost 
double the boysj *684 agaiaet .367* Again we may try to ex­
plain this in the two ways found valuable throughout the rest 
of thin study. It Is likely that the girls9 high correlation 
Is due somewhat to the factor of homogeneity* Girl a are brought 
up more nearly alike, with similar childhood interests and most 
often ambitions to homcmaklng and motherhood* The boys on the 
other hand, whan still very young, are more varied in the na­
ture of their games, their ambitions, their interests* A 
mere homogeneous group shows a higher correlation between in­
telligence and grade scores* (Chapter V Conol* ix)*
On the other hand the variability of seriousness may eater
in more strongly since the attention of the boys ie usually
eventual
mere directed to the/earning of a living* Seriousness de­
creases the correlations (Chapter Y. Concl. xi) •
Though there Is marked variation in the intelligence menus, 
their sigmas are about the same* The girls and boys alike show 
approximately the same distribution* The girls9 scores are some­
what higher than the boys9 but not as much as would be expected 
from their superior intelligence** The sigmas of their respec­
tive seeres are approximately the same, the girls just a slight 
bit larger*
* Book found this just opposite* The boys were more intelligent 
than the girls but the girls were higher in their work (11 p*B77)
and were promoted more rapidly (11 p.85)* This was, however, 
below the University*
B o  7 *  
Girl*
n
T A B L E  X X I I  
A *  C «  E .  P »  E »  A J K D  O K A P I  S C O R E S
2 1
■ O  HEAR S i c a u .  HEAR S I C K A  O O R R F -
O A S E S  A . C . E . P . K .  A . C . B . P . B .  S C O R E  S C O R E  LATIOH P .  E.
ISO 190.48 84.76 l . S S  .67 .967 (.094)
141 149.19 96.10 1.91 .78 .684 (.084)
TOTAL 487
Continuing- 196.74 96.00 1.31 .69 .990 (.086)
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Of the six previous studies (Table XXIII) of sex differ-* 
cnee la these eorrelatloas four show the sane feminine advan­
tage as ours* She fifth has three separate parts; and, of 
the three, two agree* She sixth is reversed but slightly* Of 
the twelve parts included in these six studies all, but two, 
agree that the correlation for women is better than for men*
TABLE men 
sac aw) jm m zsm o * 
fboh
PHsyioqs STUDIES
OQUJSSE BET. m u nFi UniW v ,m
Aim AS •974 •497
Oarlctn 69 •90 •98
Mttal«rt*r 40 ,999 ,969
•889 •699
•994 .990
•199 •499
Heligu 69 •497 •960
•971 •990
•419 •499
Ongoi 62 •440 •948
•466 •484
OrHn 61 .67 •64
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0 - BQMfrTOKWS 
Ctrtalnly home-towns would bo expected to have some do* 
elded off eoto upon the relation of Intelligence to collegiate 
success* Do students from the South differ In thle respect, 
from thoee from the Worth? Do etudente In a University eloee 
to hone have an advantage over etudente coming a long distance?
Do etudente from a large city have advantage over thoee front a 
email one? the hone~town should show certain definite charac* 
tori sties of attitudes in life, previous preparation, breadth 
or narrowness of viewpoint* Do these, if they exist t affect 
our correlations? (fable XXX?) there are no pertinent pro* 
vlous studies**
Of the 636 eases reporting heme~towa 366 were ellmlnatedf 
66? continued* The great difference in these figures between 
the total continuing and the total eliminated is due to the fact 
that we had to obtain the home-towns, in the latter eaee9 from 
the Lower Division records; while tn the former case we could 
use both the records of the Lower Division and the Registrar* 
the hoae-toun was not directly reported on the Lower Division 
records* We were forced to judge the hene~towa from the high 
school*
In the continuing group we found great inconsistencies be­
tween high schools and home-towns* For that reason, for the
* A few studies at High School level shows (1) that Southern 
pupils have lower scores in Army Alpha than northern studentss 
(Alexander) | (6 ) that city ohlldren are more intelligent than 
rural ehildren(6ookll}p*8 6); Fressey and Thomas 67)} Freeman 
dip,667 end (9) that foreigners, specifically Italians, are less 
intelligent then natlvee (Murdoch 76)
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continuing group we found great tneonelstenelee between high 
eehoolo end homa-towns. For that reason, count only those vho 
actually gave their home-town. This gives us, for the eecend 
group, e smaller hut a far more accurate scoring. However, the 
two groups are at least roughly comparable. One thing more 
should be added here for accuracy* We count those who gave 
their homo-town as Istrouma as coming from Baton Bouge.'There 
was confusion, on the part of students, in answering this ques­
tion. Often students, known to oome from Istrouma, gave Baton 
Beuge as their home-town. Istrouma is a suburb of Baton Houge 
adjacent to the great Standard Oil Plant which Is considered 
outside the city for taxation purposes. There is, however, no 
clear cut division, outside of the political one, between the 
two corporations. As far as wo know this type of situation does 
not affeet any of the other Louisiana home-towns*
Of the 948 eliminated exactly half come from the smaller 
towns, cities and villages of Louisiana. Of those continuing 
a few more than half come from the mealier towns, cities and 
villages. There does not semi to be any material difference 
so far as elimination is concerned, therefore, as to those who 
come from the smaller places. Only sixty-three of those elimi­
nated and fifty-six of those continuing come from outside of 
Louisiana, again no significant difference. A large proportion 
of the total number 180, or almost one-third, oome from Baton 
Bongo, the seat of the University and of the Oapltol and State
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Government Offices. Ctoly 29# of these were eliminated* Orer 70% 
continued* This u n u s u a l  a d v a n t a g e  t o w a r d  c o n t i n u i n g  i s  evi&ent- 
ly due to the c o n v e n i e n c e  a n d  i n e x p o n s i v e n e s s  o f  l i v i n g  hone*
From the Oity of New Orleans 48$ were eliminated and from the 
middle sized cities 41$, in both oases about a fifty-fifty ratio*
This is the same as with the smaller plaees i n  L o u i s i a n a  a n d  the 
pluses outside of Louisiana* The slightly higher percentage of 
elimination from N#w Orleans may he due t o  the location o f  Tu~ 
laae University, Newcomb College and Loyola University in that 
city milch absorb some of those who leave Louisiana State Uni­
versity* Students from the middle slued e it lea have j u s t  a 
shade better ohanee of continuing than those from the smaller 
towns* This is probably purely accidental*
A study of the intelligence means shows that the intel­
ligence of those eliminated from the Southern States, from New 
Orleans, from Baton Bougc, and from the smaller towns of Louisi­
ana is lower than that of those continuing (Chapter T;Conelv#)*
The eliminated from outside the South, however, and the eliminated 
also from the middle sized cities of Louisiana, with the exception 
of Baton Beuge, show higher Intelligence than t h e  continuing stu­
dents* With the former it may be due to the fact that many of 
the more intelligent students from afar, come South because of on 
experimental yearning for tasting ether cultures, seeing new sights, 
a wanderlust as it were, that carries them away again j u s t  as it
j
brought them here in the first place**
♦The students ef lesser Intelligence,on the other hand often oome here 
because they oannot fill the requirements of schools closer home* this 
has been the experience of the author after numerous contacts with stu­
dents from outside the South over a period of a decade in connection 
with this University*
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T h e  s i m i l a r  r e s u l t s  from t h e  m i d d l e  s i z e d  L o u i s i a n a  t o  v i n e  
i s  a  g r e a t  d e a l  m o r e  c o n f u s i n g .  M*ybe many of these c o m e  to 
L o u i s i a n a  S t a t e  U n i v e r s i t y  a s  t o  a  J u n i o r  C o l l e g e  and t h e n  c o n *  
t i n u e  o n  I n  E a s t e r n  o r  M i d d l e - ? e s t e r n  s c h o o l s .  No r e a l  s o l u t i o n  
t o  t h i s  c a n  h e  h a d  w i t h o u t  a  m o r e  d e f i n i t e  s t u d y  o f  w h a t  b e c o m e s  
o f  t h e  e l i m i n a t e d .  U e  Know n o t h i n g  a b o u t  them except t h a t  t h e y  
a r e  n o  l o n g e r  o n  t h e  r e o o r d s  w e  h a v e  u s e d .
T h e  c o r r e l a t i o n s  b e t w e e n  i n t e l l i g e n c e  a n d  g r a d e s  f o r  t h e  
d i f f e r e n t  g r o u p s  o f  c o n t i n u i n g  S o u t h e r n  s t u d e n t s ,  w h e t h e r  f r o m  
w i t h i n  o r  w i t h o u t  L o u i s i a n a  ( T a b l e  X X V )  a r e  a l l  d e f i n i t e l y  h i g h  
a n d  p o s i t i v e .  A l l ,  b u t  t h o s e  f r o m  t h e  s m a l l e r  p l a c e s  i n  L o u l s i ~  
a n a ,  d i s p l a y  c o r r e l a t i o n s  h i g h e r  t h a n  t h a t  o f  t h e  s t u d e n t s  t a k e n  
a s  a  w h o l e .  T h i s  m u s t  b e  d u e  t o  t h e  m o r e  h o m o g e n e o u s  g r o u p i n g  
o b t a i n e d  b y  s e p a r a t i n g  s t u d e n t s  a c c o r d i n g  t o  h o m e - t o w a ,  H o m o *  
g e n e i t y  a l w a y s  I n c r e a s e s  t h e  c o r r e l a t i o n .  ( C h a p t e r  V .  W O n c l i x ) .  
V h e n  b a c k g r o u n d  a n d  p r e v i o u s  e d u c a t i o n  a r e ,  i n  t h i s  w a y ,  k e p t  
f a i r l y  c o n s t a n t ,  t h e r e  i s  a n  i n c r e a s e  o f  c o r r e l a t i o n .  B a t o n  
B o u g e  s h o w s  t h e  h i g h e s t  c o r r e l a t i o n ,  H e w  O r l e a n s  s e c o n d ,  o u t *  
s i d e  t h e  S t a t e  b u t  i n  t h e  S o u t h  t h i r d ,  t h e  m i d d l e  s i z e d  c i t i e s  
f o u r t h ,  t h e  s m a l l  t o w n s  f i f t h ,  a n d  o u t s i d e  t h e  S o u t h  l a s t  w i t h  
a  m i n u s  c o r r e l a t i o n .  T h e  h i g h  r e s u l t s  f o r  b o t h  H e w  O r l e a n s  a n d  
B a t o n  B o u g e  a r e  d u e  t o  t h e  f a c t  t h a t  t h e y  s t a n d  by t h e m s e l v e s  
a n d  a r e  t h e r e f o r e  q u i t e  h o m o g e n e o u s .  T h e  s m a l l e r  p l a c e s 1  c o r ­
r e l a t i o n  f a l l s  s l i g h t l y  b e l o w  t h e  n o r m a l .  T h i s  i s  probably d u e  
t o  t h e  h e t e r o g e n e i t y  o f  s m a l l  p l a c e s ,  p a r t i c u l a r l y  i n  L o u i s i a n a
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TABLE JOT
A. C. S. P. 35* AMU GRADE SCORES 
BY
HOME TOV-DlS
BOME-SOHI HO, MIAN SIGMA MEAN SIGMA CORKS-
  . CASES ^ A.C.E.?.B, A*C*B*P,E. SCORE SCORE LVlION P. S.
Out of South
(In O. S, A.) 19 151,79 46,94 1,47 ,60 *,064 (•160)
Ta South
(Hot La.) 37 158.11 66.84 1.47 .78 .679 (.074)
Hew Orleans
(Metropolis) 99 147,56 99,70 1,94 ,71 .619 (.073)
Baton SBttgl
(Capitol an4
tfolTorslty) 190 196.77 56.66 1,96 .76 .667 (.096)
MUdlo SI so 
(Shreveport,
Monroe,Alex­
andria, Lake
Charlas) 96 169.69 99.74 1.21 .69 .694 (.080)
fliU Cities,
Towns, and
Tillage* In la.168 198.60 63.9* 1.83 .68 .479 (.048)
TOTAL
emtlMla, 487 196.74 86.00 1.31 .69 .830 (.086)
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where the email town populations in the North are distinctly 
unlike those in the South of the State, even In language and 
religion, The Southern part is predominantly French Catholie 
and many of the older people apeak only French, This lack of 
homogeneity aa to background and creed counteracts the increase 
of homogeneity that we gain by considering similar sised places, 
The correlation between intelligence and grade ratios for those 
nineteen students who come from outside the South, is surprls* 
ingly a minus one. It is the less intelligent of this group 
of students who do the better course work. They are probably 
less homogeneous than the Southern studtnts, and the factor of 
seriousness Is probably more variable with them, Either of 
these elements would partially explain the result, (Chapter V 
Conel, lx and xi). For some reason these out of the South stu­
dents obtain much higher grades than their intelligence record 
Justifies, Their intelligence mean is below the normal while 
their1 grade mean is much above. That may be because of their 
greater seriousness. It may be due also to the fact that they 
tend to impress their teachers more by their coining so far. Or 
it may be due to an expectation of their superior ability be* 
cause they come from the North, which is not at all justified 
by their actual showings on the Psychological Examination,* 
Another possible explanation is that a few of them are on the 
football Team, This will be considered in a later section, 
hhy other Southern States should produce at Louisiana Univer­
sity a higher intelligence mean than Louisiana itself is 
•Again the "halo effect".
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a n o t h e r  d i f f i c u l t  q u e s t i o n *  S t r i d e n t l y  t h e  b r i g h t e r  s t u d e n t s  
o f  t h e s e  o t h e r  s t a t e s  c h o o s e  t o  l e a v e  h o m e  a n d  c o m e  t o  L o u i S i -  
a n a  S t a t e  t t a l v e r s i t y ,  r a t h e r  t h a n  a t t e n d  t h e i r  o w n  c o l l e g e s *  
N e w  O r l e a n s  s h o w s  t h e  h i g h e s t  I n t e l l i g e n c e  m e a n ,  a n d  n e x t  t o  
I t  c o m e s  B a t o n  R o u g e *  t h e  s m a l l  r u r a l  t o w n s ,  h o w e v e r ,  p r o d u c e  
m o r e  i n t e l l i g e n t  s t u d e n t s  t h a n  t l i c  m i d d l e  s i z e d  c i t i e s  o f  
S h r e v e p o r t ,  i f o a r o e ,  A l e x a n d r i a ,  a n d  L u k e  C h a r l e s *
a f i t h  t h e  e x c e p t i o n  o f  p l a c e s  o u t  o f  t h e  S o u t h ,  t h e  s c o r e s  
s h o w  a  f a i r  c o n s i s t e n c y  w i t h  t h e  i n t e l l i g e n c e  m e a n *  B a t o n  
R o u g e  s t u d e n t s  s c o r e  a  l i t t l e  h i g h e r  t h a n  N e w  O r l e a n s  s t u d e n t s  
i n  s p i t e  o f  a  s l i g h t l y  l o w e r  i n t e l l i g e n c e *  S h i s  i s  p o s s i b l y  
d u e  t o  t h e i r  b e t t e r  a d a p t a t i o n  t o  t h i s  U n i v e r s i t y  e n v i r o n m e n t *  
D i s t r i b u t i o n s  o f  b o t h  s c o r e s  a n d  i n t e l l i g e n c e  s h o w  n o  p a r t i c u ­
l a r  t r e n d s *
10?
£ •  *ATHBWf OCCUPATIONS 
We recognize th&t one of the best, ways of segregating 
our students into a homogeneous group is along the lines of 
their social status* *1 * The use of such a device as tho Sims 
Score Card for Soclo-Sconomio Status would have greatly enlarged 
the scope of this work# The occupation of the father is a 
rather rough index of the same thing. *8 . Students were asked to 
list their fathers9 occupation. Some of them left the guest ton 
blank* Others, whose fathers were dead or were not at the time 
living with the family, listed their mothers* occupations in* 
stead. Others instead of listing their fathers* occupations 
gave their fathers* firms names. This was true of children of 
Standard Oil and Rnilroad employees. In such cases we could 
not judge what work the fathers did, as such firms encompass a 
variety of different occupations. Been after eliminating those 
whose answers were not clear for any of the foregoing reasons, 
we found it difficult to classify those we had left. We were 
forced to arbitrary divisions to avoid having too feww cases 
under any one rubric. In Table 1X71 we use an eight fold 
division: (1) Doctors. (We include also dentists, optometrists,
etc.), (2) Lawyers. (We include also judges). (2) Sagineere. 
(We include also chemists). ife exclude those who obviously be* 
long under the classification of labor but whose children glorify 
them with special engineering titles.) (4 ) Teachers. (We in* 
elude the two ministers, and, of course, the few superintendents
*l~Flntner 8 8 pp 518-519
* 2-Book 11 p.205; freeman 41 pp 452-464} Freaeey & Ralston 6 6 ;
TOiman 107 p. 65; Plntner 83 pp 016-517.
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o f  e d u c a t i o n  a n d  p r o f e s s o r s )  *  ( 8 )  F a r m e r s .  f * T e  I n c l u d e  s t o c k *
m e n ,  a n d  t h o s e  w h o  a r e  c l i s r a c t e r i j & e d  b y  t h e  r o r d  " a g r i c u l t u r e *  
o r  " h o r t i c u l t u r e " ) •  ( 6 )  S t o r e k e e p e r s ,  ( r e  i n c l u d e  a l s o  h e a d s
o f  f i l m s  o f  t h e  n o n - r e t a i l  v a r i e t y  a n d  m a n a g e r s .  ( ? )  L a b o r .
( I n  t h i s  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n  w e  n u t  a l l  s u c h  t r a d e s  a e  c a r p e n t e r i n g  
a n d  p l u m b i n g  a n d  b a r b e r i n g  t h a t  m i g h t  b e l o n g  t o  l a b o r  u n i o n s ;  
a n d  ( 8 )  S a l e s m e n ,  b o o k k e e p e r s ,  I n s u r a n c e  m e n ,  a c c o u n t a n t s ,  a n d  
a l l  o t h e r s  w h o  d o  n o t  f a l l  d e a r l y  i n  a n y  o f  t h e  f o r e g o i n g  d i ­
v i s i o n s .
I n  a l l  e i g h t  c a s e s  t h e  g e n e r a l  r u l e  t ; e  f o u n d  b e f o r e  i s  t r u e  
t h a t  t h e  e l i m i n a t e d  h a v e  a  c o n s i d e r a b l y  l o w e r  I n t e l l i g e n c e  a v e r ­
a g e  t h a n  t h o s e  w h o  c o n t i n u e .  ( C h a p t e r  T  C o n c l .  v ) .  I n  t h e  t o t a l  
g r o u p  t h e  c h i l d r e n  o f  t e a c h e r s  s h o w  t h e  h i g h e s t  i n t e l l i g e n c e  
s c o r e s ,  t h e  c h i l d r e n  o f  l a w y e r s  c o m e  n e s t ;  a n d  t h e n  I n  o r d e r  
d o w n w a r d ,  t h o s e  e f  s a l e s m e n ,  l a b o r e r s ,  d o c t o r s ,  e n g i n e e r s ,  a n d  
f i n a l l y  t h o s e  o f  f a r m e r s .  t h e  o r d e r  I s  s i m i l a r  f o r  t h o s e  e l i m ­
i n a t e d .  t h e  c h i l d r e n  o f  t e a c h e r s  a r e  a t  t h e  t o p  a n d  t h e  c h l l d m e n ,  
o f  f a r m e r s  a t  t h e  b o t t o m ,  w i t h  t h e  c h i l d r e n  o f  d o c t o r s  a n d  e n g i ­
n e e r s  s t i l l  I n  t h e i r  u n f a v o r a b l e  p o s i t i o n  n e x t  t o  t h e  b o t t o m .  
C h i l d r e n  o f  l a w y e r s ,  h o w e v e r ,  t a k e  t h e i r  p l a c e  b e h i n d  s t o r e k e e p e r s  
a n d  l a b o r e r s .  A m o n g  t h e  c o n t i n u i n g ,  t h e  t e a c h e r s '  c h i l d r e n  a r e  
a t  t h e  t o p ,  t h e  f a r m e r s *  c h i l d r e n  a t  t h e  b o t t o m .  T h e  c h i l d r e n  
o f  l a b o r e r s ,  h o w e v e r ,  c o m e  n e s t  t o  l a s t  a n d  t h e  c h i l d r e n  o f  l a w ­
y e r s  a r e  n e x t  t o  h i p e s t .  T h e  r e l a t i v e  p o s i t i o n  o f  t h e  s t o r e ­
k e e p e r s  a n d  s a l e s m e n  h i g h e r  t h a n  t h r t  o f  d o c t o r s  e n d  e n g i n e e r s  
I s  s t r i k i n g .
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XUmlnatlon takia plaoe In this order* 88$ of the doctors’ 
children, 50$ of the lawyers' children, 50$ of the laborer* 9 
children, 50$ of the salesmen9 s children, 49$ of the storekeep­
er* 9 children, 46$ of the farmers9 children, 40$ of the engi­
neer* 1 children| and 80$ of the teacher* 9 children. With the 
exception of the teacher* 9 children, mho ahow both the highest 
Intelligence wans and the lowest percentage of elimination, 
there doe* not seen to be any narked connection between the per­
centage of ellnlnatlon anong a specific occupational group and 
the mean o f their Intelligence.
14 rerlse our occupational division* In considering the 
correlations of intelligence and grade score* for those contin­
uing. (fable OTII). 14 combine all children of professionals 
into one group, including doctors, lawyers, teachers, and engi­
neers. le retain the classifications of etorekespers, farmers, 
and laborers. 14 emit entirely the too heterogeneous division 
of salesmen, etc. She children of the professional group have 
the highest intelligence. She middle men come second} the labor­
ers third, and the farmers fourth19 With the exception of that 
of the farmers9 children which Is a little more narrow, the dis­
tributions of intelligence among the various groupings is just 
about normal. She mean scores range in the same order as the 
means of intelligence. With but one exception, that of the chil­
dren of laborers which is narrow, the sigmas here are close to
f^ormer studies have all been made among children below the Uni­
versity age, they show however similar results. Children of pro­
fessional parents rank highest} children of middle men nest. Chil­
dren of laborers and farmers are always lower than the first two 
groups though there is a shifting of their relative position. (Bookll 
p 800} Puff fc Thomson 63 P516 (freeman 41 F452(Macdonald 83 p 614} 
Presspy fe Ralston 84 p. 463} Teroean 107 p.63,)
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O T J  XEftX 
A. C. S. P. S. AMD TOTAL QRADB SCORES
is
FATHERS* 0CCPPATICB3 
OCOQPAXKH KO> HUH 8I0HA WAX SIOUA OQHKB-
CASSS A.C.I.P.B* •^C.B.F.K* SCOBS SCOBS LATION 2*. S...
Profosslonal ▼4 148*98 88,42 1.44 •73 •398 (.004)
Middio-iim • 1 140.99 88.22 1.36 .67 •434 (.084)
Agrioulturo 44 110*31 49.08 1.17 •67 •442 (.067)
labor 46 132.22 88.92 1,30 •39 •268 (.084)
TOTAL 
Goatlotting 427 186.74 86.00 1.31 •69 .330 (.026)
u s
normal* The children of the professionals show a higher than 
normal correlation, between intelligence and grade ratios, the 
eerreXatlon of the middle men oome next; and le lower than the 
normal correlation. The children of farmer* oome third} and of 
labor lent* With the exception of the oaee of the professional 
group, there le no correlational gain in the dividing of students 
according to fathers* occupations. The homogeneity is more than 
balanced by the loss of number of oases and by the increase of the 
Probable Error* The fact, however9 that there gronp correlations 
range in the order of their probable homogeneity Is very sugges* 
tlve, (Chapter V. Conol lx). Certainly the highest group, the 
professional, is most homogeneous* They come from homes where 
they hear good fiogllsh spoken, where thoughtful and thought pro* 
voking conversations are everyday affairs, where the members of 
the family have vast stores of general Information and share the 
inteUigence is high* The lowest group on the other hand, the 
children of laborers, come from a variety of different hinds of 
hoaes. Some of them undoubtedly are very similar to those of the 
professional group} but others show the ravages of poverty, want, 
lack of time for conversation, absence of books and other cultural 
advantages* The result id that the heterogeneity of laboring 
homes pulls down the correlation to one of the lowest obtained*
If tone other device had been used for more accurately measuring 
social or economic status of the home environment and these scores 
partlalled out from the correlations between grades and subjects, 
possibly considerably higher correlations would have been obtained*
1X3
M m CMHW
•3 itESSSSS33SSEZ*""+
VO here divide out group according to their religious 
preferences** We hare no way of judging elimination here as 
the preferenees were only obtainable for those who oontlnued*
The means of latelligenoe from hipest to lowest (Table 3OTUI) 
are la this orders Jewish, Presbyterian, Methodist, Episcopal, 
Baptist, and Oatholie• The distribution of lntelllgenoe 
soores Is rery close to the sane for all groups with the excep­
tion of the Jewish which, as well as showing an unusually high 
Intelligence seen, shows an unusually broad internal variation*
In other words, though they are, as a religious group, unusually 
bright they are by no means equally bright* Mean grade soores 
of all groups are close* They follow in general the order of the 
■sans of lntelllgenoe* The means of grades do not differ so much 
as is indicated by the differences between the means of intelli­
gence*
The correlations between intelligence and grades from highest 
to lowest follow this orders- Methodist, Catholic, Jewish, Baptist, 
Presbyterian, Episcopalian* BO would imagine that this Is also 
their order of homogeneity so hr aa home background and economic 
status is concerned. Homogeneity raises the correlations (frppter 
T Ooncl lx) • from general observation, however, it would seem that 
the Catholic and Jewish groups tend to vary less than t he Methodist 
group which has the highest correlation*
* There are no relevant previous studies* Comparisons of races 
and national groups have been made (Livesay (70) (Pintner 83 pp 447- 
470f Sometimes Jews are considered as a national rather than a re­
ligious group; they show high intelligence (Brill 15 with a er It leal 
resume of 85 other studies, also Pintner 83 pp 452-455)
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t a b u m m  
A. 0. 1. ?. B. AMD TOTAL ABACK SCOBBS
£
(SDSB BO.
CASBB
querns
mean
P*B*
SX0HA MEAN
SPOKE
SXGUA COHRE- 
score im m
•67 *608
Pf B,.
Baptist 84 138,98 68*14 1*19 (.054)
Gatholle XU 138*16 81*18 1*86 *76 *609 (.040)
^ifoipal 84 141*78 68*68 1.66 •64 *931 (.1 8 1)
IiwtBh 80 179,00 65*88 1.67 •71 *687 (•1 0 1)
Msthodlet 68 148*98 66.98 1*45 *67 *616 (.084)
Frssfcytsrlan 48 160*00 69*38 1*41 •70 *408 (•080)
AIX
OoatlxmlBe 4* 196*74 66*00 1.91 .69 *630 (•086)
Us
t -  ihtendkd occrapmcare 
mi consider now the students segregated according to 
their intended occupations (Table XXIX). Ve determine this 
classification by the election by a student of a certain num­
ber of credit hours in a professional subject* All students 
electing a professional subject are not necessarily Intending 
to sake that subject a life's work* It Is necessary* however, 
to Include as large a number of the desired class as possible* 
this could only be done by observation* We took nine credit 
hours as the index for Agriculture* Engineering* and Music*
A large nunher of the Sftusational group were not Included by 
this number* Teachers take so many courses in the subjects 
they desire to teach which are not labeled Education* Even 
sin credit hours does not include all the prospective teachers*
Zt does* however* eliminate those others who take a few hours 
of educational courses and do not intend to become teachers*
The groups who* by thebe criteria* Show intention of going 
into definite professions are of a higher intelligence than those 
who do not* The means of intelligence of the Education* J&igineer- 
ing* and Music group* and in this order* are higher than the nor- 
k 1 intelligence mean* Zt should' be not load here that* though all 
who elect educational courses display an intelligence mean lower 
than the normal* those who pass six or more hours of Education* 
are more intelligent than normal* Agriculture shows a lower than 
normal intelligence mean* Even this* 188*62* though comparatively 
low is much higher than the intelligence mean of those whose fathers
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t a b l e  m
A . O . l . P . 8 .  J « D  T O T A L  O R A P K  S C O R E S
SL
OCCOPATICSfS 1 0 . H U *  SIGMA. MBA* SIOMA. COB®-
.. CMfflB A ..C .9 .P .B . A .C .E .P .8 . SCORE SCORE 1ATI0H
A g r ic u ltu re
(9  b r e .k  a e rc ) 99 1 8 8 .4 8  4 8 .8 4  1.48 .9 6  .9 0 4
SdaeatloB.
(4 h rs  4  « o m ) 99  1 9 9 .8 9  9 4 .9 8  1 .4 9  .9 9  .9 1 4
(9 bn.<k a n )  98 141.84 49.99 1.19 .49 .410
Mule
(9  t e a . *  ■ » !* }  19 140 .9?  8 9 .0 8  1 .9 9  .9 4  .98 9
m u
(C e n tlw O a e ) 489 1 9 9 .9 4  9 9 .0 0  1 .9 1  .4 9  .99 0
P.*.
( .0 9 0 )
(.0 9 9 )
(.0 9 8 )
(.1 9 4 )
(.0 8 9 )
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are farmers 110.il. lfost of the Agricultural students art 
children of farmers. So those, point lag for a definite agri- 
cultural lift art more intelligent than the rest of the group 
from which they oome. The distribution of intelligence varies 
greatly in the different groups. In Agrloulturs and &gineering 
the sigma is quits smallt in Music, close to the normal; in 
nutation, large, this shows more variation in intelligence 
among pro spec tive teachers than among prospective fanners and 
engineers. The mean grade store of the agricultural students 
is above normal, their mean intelligence below, this may be 
due to the very large proportion of agricultural hours taken by 
agricultural students end, in them, an unusually easy marking 
system. (Chapter II Part A, Chapter 7 C o n e l  Vi e n d  vii}*
Music shows a fairly high intelligence mean; but, with it, such 
an extremely high mean of grade scores that there is an indica­
tion here, too of a too easy marking system. The reverse of Ag­
riculture is true of Engineering, v&ieh, with a fairly high in­
telligence mean, shows an extremely lev mean of grades. The large 
proportion of engineering hours usually taken together with a very 
strict snxfclng system Is probably the oause here. A better stan­
dardised mzking system would aid greatly in making better compari­
sons between different sehools of the University. The distribution 
of grade eeores is without noticeable significance and fairly close 
to normal in all cases.
Students, whose intended occupation is Education, show the 
highest correlation of these groups between intelligence and grade
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ratios** Agriculture le aeeondl engineering and Stacie third 
end fourth respectively* Ail tour of these correlations are 
below the normal. Beside uastandardlaed marking the advent 
of the dement of more varied seriousness nay be responsible* 
(Chapter 7 Conel 3d)* She students of agriculture show a 
close to the normal correlation, despite the unetandardlzed 
marking, evidenced from the discrepancies between intelligence 
and grade mesas* and the advent of seriousness* as testified 
by their intellectual superiority over the entire farm group* 
The probable reason for this Is the homogeneous environment 
from which they come* Including rural hours and schools* (Chap­
ter 7 Conel* lx)*
♦See Table 121 again for previous studies* lone of these are 
strictly relevant*
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I - atbeetics
Athletics, as a class, should giro us a fairly homogene­
ous grouping to comers with the total student body.
(1 ) for our purpose wo define an athlete in these ways, 
for a good many tblverslty enthusiasts athlete is synonymous 
with membership on the football Team.
(2 ) An athlete may be eonaidered as oao who plays on any 
of the athletic teams. With the assistance of the athletic 
office at the Ehiverslty we were enabled to looate both these 
groups who were also included among the students of our study.
(3) We were not fully satisfied with either of these defi­
nitions of an athlete. There are at least a few who are train­
ing to t'aeh athletics, among them several girls as well as boys, 
who are sot playing on any of the University teams. The third 
definition of an athlete Is one who shows his Interest in ath­
letics by taking more than the usual number of Physical Educa­
tion hours.
We locate our athlete in a way similar to that by which we 
located these who were intending definite occupations; by segre­
gating those eases who took nine hours or over of Physical Educa­
tion and Military Science. We take this number bee&Use there 
were m n j military students who took eight hours of military work; 
hut it was rare for them, unless they were exceptionally interested 
In athletics, to eleet a single extra hour. This gave them suf­
ficient physical exercise for six semesters. (Table XJOC)
A glance at the intelligence means of all three groups 
shows that athletes tend to do much more poorly on the psycho-
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TATff.g XXX
X«C.X.P«K. AND TOTAL GRADE SCORES 
FOR ATHLETES
XWKSS) BY VO, MEAN SIGMA. MEAN SIGMA CORRE-
— — . CASES A»0,S»P.g. A A J M M .  SCORE SCORE UTZON P. 1,
9 h r# . 4  a a ro  
of
Fhy*. Si, 4
M il .  S o . 84  1 00 .89  4 4 .0 0  1 .0 9  .8 9  .980  (.0 8 5 )
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fo o tb a ll Too. 10 1 04 .0 0  9 7 .1 8  1 .4 0  .9 8  .1 8 4  (.8 0 8 )
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Crook 9
laskatball 8 
iw<.g 1
Doablla. 8)17 108.88 81.88 1.60 .88 .689 (.
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(Omtinalng) 487 1 88 .7 4  8 6 .0 0  1 .8 1  .8 9  .8 3 0  (.0 8 8 )
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logical teat than others** The mean of those taking nine 
hours end over of Physical Education is the worst, that of 
the football Team next, that of all teams a little hotter hut 
still low* the distribution is rery wide for the football play­
ers showing great intellectual variation* for the other two 
groupings, however, it is narrow* The mean of grade scores is 
low for the nine hours and over group. This is justified by the 
comparatively lew Intelligent mean* It is above normal, however, 
for the members of teams, though their intelligence means are 
also lew. There is evidently a tendency either for athletes to 
obtain higher marks than they deserve, in order for them to fulfil 
the requirements necessary to stay on the team; or they may put 
out a greater effort to make their grades* The former reason is 
probably the closer one, as the time necessarily spent on athletics 
would not give them the requisite opportunity for making the great­
er effort* The sigma of grade scores is close to noinaal for the 
Mahers of all teams* for the members of the football Team and 
those taking a large amount of fhysleal Education the sigma is 
very nail* This shows an unusually narrow distribution of grade 
scores or a tendency for all these students to receive around the 
fipt grades* The leniency in bestowing of passing grades on this 
group and the absence of very high scores because of low intelli­
gence, are impossible*
The football Teem shows one of the lowest correlations between 
intelligence and grade ratios* This indicates as well as the un- 
standardined marking, a great degree of heterogeneity* A  hasty
*A study at the high sohool level shows the athletes more Intel- * 
ligent than the non-athletes* (Jones 62)*
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perusal of some of their records Indicates that this is true*
The mashers of the foothall Team oome from vastly separated 
parts of the country* The entire student body on the other 
hand Is predominately from Louisiana, and almost all from the 
South* The members of the football Team have greatly varying 
degrees of intelligence as seen by the very high sl&na of their 
intelligence scores* One of these students actually displays the 
highest record of any one in the whole student body in one of the 
five parts of the Psychological Examination (the Arithmetic Test}** 
There mast be also a great variation of seriousness* (Chapter ? 
Conel* ml)* gome of these students undoubtedly come to Uni­
versity primarily to play football; others find this as an oppor­
tunity to realize their life's ambition* There is* therefore* a 
great degree of heterogeneity with a resulting low correlation be­
tween intelligence and grades* <ta the other hand* when we consider 
as athletes those who take nine or more hours of Physical Education* 
or those on all teams we have groups who represent a much more nor­
mal cross section of the whole student body as far as all factors 
but their athletic Interest is concerned* They constitute* there­
fore* in regard to this interest* a more or less homogeneous group­
ing* We find the correlations accordingly very high* *720 and *659* 
respectively* (Chapter V Conel in)* In other words where athletio 
interest Is kept constant* and the group is otherwise a normal group* 
there is a likelihood that their comparative ranking on the Intelli­
gence test will be a very good Indication of their comparative rank­
ing in their grade ratios*
*0* Tinsley*
C H A P T E R  T 
COHCLOEICWS
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In this study we har© atte&ptcd to look at th© relation 
o f intelligence. a© tooted fey the Amor loan Connell on Eduea- 
tlon Psychological Examination. to average gr%de acore©, aa 
computed fey a speolal method we have outlined. Ve have con­
sidered all tfe© student© who continued through to their fourth 
year In th© Dhiverslty as a control group. W© have taken their 
soores In th© whole psychological examination and their grad© 
ratios in all subjects. together with the correlation between 
them as the normal result, the number of continuing students 
was 487. their mean score in the Psychological Examination was
187.74 with a Standard Deviation of 86.00. their mean grade 
rgtlo was 1.91 with a Standard Deviation of .69. the correla­
tion between intelligence and grades was .890 with a Probable Error 
of .026. With these normal results we compared segregated groups, 
made more homogeneous fey the coexistence among all members of some 
eomaa factor. the factors we considered were elimination, spe­
cific semesters, work In Individual subjects or groups of subjects, 
performance on parts of the psychological examination, and final­
ly the personal elements, sex. age. hometown, father*© occupation, 
creed, intended profession, and athletic inclination, the validi­
ty of our normal result© is shown by the fact that In the cases 
where we were enabled to keep the Probable Error low by a large 
ma&er of student© in our segregated group, the results were al­
ways very close.
1. Ve consider, accordingly, the correlation of .590 as the 
normal correlation between intelligence and marks at the college
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level} and hold that this shows us, for purposes of prognosis, 
that Intelligence alone aeoounta for 50# of the factors that go 
into the asking of general academic sue cose. *1
11. Comparing the intelligence means we find that certain 
groups tend to he brighter than other groups, girls than hops, 
younger students than older students, those nhose fathers are 
teachers then those whose fathers are farmers, those who hare 
little inclination for athletics than those who hare much, those 
who elect abstract, cultural, or reputedly difficult subjects 
than those who elect concrete, practical, or reputedly easy sub* 
Jests.*S
ill. the differences in intelligence means, however, do 
not show any consistent effect on the slse of the correlation 
between intelligence and grade ratios, for example girls with 
a higher than normal Intelligence mean produce a higher than 
normal correlation. On the other hand engineering students 
with a higher than normal intelligence mean produce a lower than 
normal correlation. It is true, however, that
iv. extremely below or extremely above normal intelligence 
means have a tendency to upset also the •normality" of the corro- 
latloa, though in no consistent direction.
v. elimination usually increases the intelligence of the 
continuing group, though there are a few exceptions, for in~ 
stance eliminated students from non«3outhem States are brighter 
than those who continue.
•1 See Chapter Z Subsection A on "the Meaning of Prognosis*
*2 Shore are other interesting comparisons of intelligence 
means in Chapter ZZ - If
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▼i. Where the grade ratio mean la oat of lino with the 
intelligence moan tho oorrolatlon la abnoxroal. By that we 
mean that whore the intelligence la high and tho grade ratio 
low, or vice versa, we find exceptionally high or exceptionally 
low eerrelatlens hat in no oonalatont direction. The issplloa- 
tlon la aooordlngly hero that
▼11. Barking systems are not strictly comparable from 
aonrao to course, and from aohool to school, even within tho 
anno Institution. It la usually assumed that poor storking 
lowers tho oorrolatlon.* *tho Tory low correlations*"-— are 
probably duo to tho variation in the marking standards of dlf*» 
forant Institutions* says Premuu (41 p. 676) • If this wo re 
entirely true, more homogeneous groupings 9 by sub jests or schools 
of tho tfclversity shore narking standards are loss variable, 
should produce higher correlations. This la by no means eon* 
si stoutly so. la offer tho suggestion that usually poor mark* 
lug produces another variable factor In which case it helps re* 
dace correlations. In other cases, however, poor marking Is 
responsible for an undue emphasis In estimates of worth on the 
Intelligence component, In which cases It Increases the correla­
tion. Standard tests In all university subjects the grading of 
which Is based on national norms equated from subject to subject 
would aid considerably In rooting out this element of prognosis 
uncertainty. We found, however, that In all cases
rill where the average number of credit hours taken and the 
* Bingham 6 p. 66| Boardman 6. p. 455; Buffaker 65; Stagner 99.
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number of students considered were both large, as la Ihglieh, 
ead the Social Studies, the correlations obtained mere nearly 
normal, this is probably due to an averaging out of the most 
unreliable scores.
la. The largest element contributing to high correlations 
is homogeneous grouping. Keeping one factor other than Intel* 
llgenee constant as in the ease of each of our segregated classi­
fications, usually raises the r. This mast not be confused with 
x. homogeneity of the intelligence component which tends, 
contrariwise, to lower the resulting correlation, for it gives 
us a selected portion of the normal frequency euree In respect 
to the factor tested. (Jones 59). Just as homogeneity raises 
the correlation heterogeneity lowers the correlation. It, there­
fore, means that in any segregated group where some factor is 
more variable than in the total group, the homogeneity obtained 
through the segregation may be overcome by the Increase of the 
variability of cone other factor. This tendency is very marked 
among groups which naturally have their attention more riveted to 
the necessity of making a living* Boys, more than girls, elder 
students more than younger students, students already working 
toward a specific profession, more than those who have made no 
selection, students in professional subjects, rather than the 
same students In their academic subjects, allShow definitely lowered 
correlations deepic their segregation from the total student body.
Ve would call this variable seriousness.
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xl, This i M n t H  In the variability of seriousness 
lowers tho correlation between intelligence and marks. *1.
Itedoubtedly toot* oaan ho devised to measure this factor. It 
■ay « m  ho found to bo neasured by some of the personality 
teats or temperament testa already published.*3. If this ele­
ment of soriousnoss could he fairly accurately measured and 
combined with tho psychological examination and possihly also 
soma measure of hems environment, such as the Slms-Score card, 
and them those heterogeneous influences properly partlalled out, 
the predict I t s  and prognostic value of intelligence testing 
mould he greatly enhanced.
zll. the five parts of the psychological examination mere 
planned to test different clencnts contributing to idiat me gener­
ally call intelligence or educability. *3 they are as unlike 
each other as tests can ho. Particularly is this so of tho Arith­
metic Test end the Artificial Language Test. Tot all five parts 
Show correlations of well over .600 with the eon&letc anamination.
This mould indicate that there is at least some element that is 
cornua to these tests and may point to some substantiation of 
Spearman's "0".*4.
*1-This element has been noticed by others. Jones and L&slett (61)
explain that the element making high school marks more prognostic than 
the psychological examination is "habits of Industry". Stagncr(99) finds 
an "energy output Independent of marks". Jones (69) says "outside work 
which Is also a contributing cause to seriousness lowers the correlation. 
*g-atagner (99) suggests the use of personality tests to measure the 
energy output".
*3-See Chapter Z Part B on the A. C. E. P. E.
"4-8eo Plainer 63 pp. 62-71j also freeman 41 p. 479-431
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xiii, We found, however, that ear tain parte are hatter 
than athare for specific projects. The Analogies Teat la a 
far hatter guide to good Ifethamaties students than anpn the 
whole examination, We other part, however, serves as well an 
the total examination for any other subject or group of subjects. 
Studies of this tjpe always leavo us with more problems 
than we had *aa wo started. There is still a need fori-
(1) Multiple and Partial Correlations of the five parts 
of the examination with grade ratios and also experi­
mentation with weighting the parts for various usages,
(8) A study of the correlation between intelligence and 
grade scores with Soeio-IconomiQ status, as tested by 
sews sash devise as the Slms-Seore Card, part tailed out,
(9) A study of the correlation part tailing out the results 
on an extreverslon-intreverslon teat, the oeipoaite of 
the faster we have sailed seriousness,
(4) A cooperative study of the Intelligence and grades of 
athletic and non-athletio students in different uni* 
varsities,
(5) A study of the causes of ellnlaatlon in connection with 
intelligence,
(0) ttperlmentatlon in standardising narking systems and
studying their effects on lntelllgenoe-gr&de correlations,
HO are convinced that further research will make such a device 
for measuring educability,as the American Council on Mucation Pay* 
ehologleal Xxamiaation, indispensable in the administration of the 
modern college.
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